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Abstract

If the noise signal of a sampìe is measured with n receive coils then n(n-I )/2 noise

correlations can be calculated. These conelations can be shown to be a function of the

conductivity distribution of the sample and the electric field of each coil. A tube of

saline, with variable concentration, was placed inside a larger tube of saline to create a

variable conductivity sample. The noise correlations of this sample were measured with

an array of eight coils. Using a simulation based technique and a calibration based

technique, the conductivity ofthe variable tube was calculated from the measured noise

correlations. Accurate results were not obtained from the simulation based technique but

it was found that the calibration based technique could calculate the conductivity to

wifhin l%o of the expected value.
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Definitions and Abbreviations

.4 Matrix Method - A technique used for inversion of Equation 236 wilh the use of a

guiding image. This is discussed in section 2.7.1.

Arbitrary Scaling - When simulated and expedmental noise correlations are compared

they are plotted with arbitrary scaling. This means that the simulated noise conelations

are all multiplied by a scaling constant such that the sum of the squares of the difference

between the experimental and the simulated noise cor¡elations is a minimum. When

experimental noise correlations are compared to other experimental noise conelations or

simulated noise correlations are compared to other simulated noise correlations no scaling

is done. None the less, the absolute scale of the noise correlations is still unimportant to

this thesis and therefore arbitrary.

Conductivity ProfÏle - Since all experiments in this thesis are done with what can be

considered to be a two dimensional phantom, the term conductivity profile will be used to

describe the two dimensional conductivity distribution of the phantom. Since there are

three known conductivity regions in this phantom the not afion aib:c will be used to

denote the conductivity ratios of each region, relative to region b. This notation will be

referred to as the conductivity profile.

Cross Talk - This refers to the signal induced in one of the coils of the array due to

inductive and resistive coupling to any other coil.

Deviation - The deviation between measured and simulated noise correlations is

calculated by taking the sum of the difference of squares between the simulated and

experimental noise conelations. This is used as a measure of the agreement between the

experimental and simulated data. When the deviation is calculated fo¡ plots of simulated
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or experimental noise correlations the deviation between the conelations for the 0:1: 1 and

the 0:1:3 or 0:1:5 conductivity profiles is calculated. This is done to give a measure of

the degree that the noise cor¡elations change with change in noise correlation.

E.E; Matrix - This is the sum along the z-axis of the dot product of the electric fields

from the i't' and ¡'t' coils at any point in the r-) plane. These are simulated numerically,

with eithe¡ a full wave or quasi-static simulation. Since all experiments in this thesis are

two dimensional the Ei4 matrices are used, along with a known conductivity profile, to

calculate the simulated noise correlations. They are also used, in an inverse manor, to

solve for the conductivity profile using measured noise conelations and a guiding image.

Guiding Image - An MRI image used to locate objects within a phantom. These objects

are assumed to each have constant conductivity.

MRI - Magnetic Resonance Imaging

NT - Noise Tomography

OEM - A type of array of coils used as a receive array in MRI imaging. An OEM coil is

supplied by the original equipment manufacturer of the MRI scanner which is to be used.

Phantom - A type of sample designed specifically to be used for experimental purposes.

The phantom used in this thesis is translationally symmetric along the ¿-axis.

Sensitivity - Unless otherwise mentioned, the sensitivity of the anay or the sensitivity of

the noise conelations refers to the amount of change which is seen in the noise

correlations when the conductivity profile is changed. It is quantified using the deviation

between the noise correlations for the 0:1:1 and the 0:1:3 or 0: l:5 conductivity profiles.



CHAPTER 1 lntroduction

Thg purpose of this chapter is to introduce the reader to the basic principals of noise

tomography (NT). This will give the reader a sense of the possible uses for this

technique. Some of these techniques will be discussed in the motivations section of this

chapter.

1.1 Basic Noise Tomography Principals

Any substance in nature is made up of atoms and molecules which consist of

protons and electrons. Unless a charge is placed on the substance it will be electrically

neutral. Despite the fact that the total charge on the substance is zero each charge carrier

will still move randomly due to thermal motion. Suppose that a sample of sodium

chloride in water is prepared. A positively charged sodium ion, from the salt, will move

through the sample as described by Bro\pnian motion. The water dipoles will move

through the sample and randomly flip around and the spin magnetic moments will also

change randomly. All of this random motion of charge and magnetic moment will cause

noise emf to be detected by an antenna or some sort of receive coil which is placed near it

(less than 107o of this noise power will be caused by nuclear spin [1]). The average of

the received signal over time will be zero but the variance of the noise is non-zero. The

variance is a function of the resistance, R, of the sample and is given by [2]:

<V2 >=  kTRLf

Equation 1.1



Here É is Bolzmann's constant, Zis the absolute temperature and lf is the bandwidth of

the receiving device.

Suppose that two receiving coils are placed near this sample. It can be shown that

ifthese coils are allowed to collect the signal emitted due to thermal noise the noise

voltage corelation will be related to the conductivity distribution ofthe sample in the

following way [3].

<V,(t)v,(t) >= 4kr\f I oG)Ê\(î) . Eze)dt
sn¡wIe

Equation 1.2

Here V¡ and y2 are the voltages collected from coil l andcoil 2. Et and Ez are the electric

field sensitivities from each coil as a function of position. This is equivalent to the

electric field created by each coil with unit sinusoidally oscillating current of frequencyf

o is the conductivity of the sample as a function of position. If the electric field

distributions are determined, by simulation for instance, and the noise correlations

between the coils of an array are measured then it is a matter of an inversion problem to

solve for the conductivity of the sample as a function of position.

If n coils are allowed to collect noise then there will be n(n-I)/2 independent noise

conelations. A conductivity map of the sample may be reconstructed using Equation 1.2

but the resolution of the final conductivity map will be limited by the number of

equations which can be solved. The number of independent. noise correlations dictates

this number which dictates the maximum possible resolution of the conductivity map. To

compensate for the possibility of an under determined system of equations, a-priori

knowledge of the geometry of the sample may be used. For example, an MRI guiding

image of the sample may be taken. This image may then be segmented to show that there
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are three distinct regions of the sample, for instance, which are suspected to each have

their own conductivity. In this situation there are only three variables to solve for and

therefore only three equations are needed to do this. This can be done with three coils.

In this way the conductivity of objects within the sample can be measured non-

invasively.

It is possible that this technique may also be used to track the motion of a

conductive object within another object non-invasively. Suppose that the initial location,

shape and conductivity of some object within another object are measured in the manor

mentioned above. The object moves along some dimension for some amount of time and

then the noise correlations are measured again. The right hand side of Equation 1.2 can

be used to simulate the noise correlations for all possíble positions. These simulations

can then be compared to the measured noise comelations to find which set of correlations

matches the best. This will indicate the new position of the object.

1.2 Motivation

Besides the obvious desire to further scientific knowledge there are other reasons

why noise tomography may be interesting. The information of conductivity distribution

and object location, which can be obtained from the measurement of noise correlations,

may also have applications in the field of medical imaging if the technique shows

sufficient sensitivity. This paper will mention two possible applications for this

technique.

When taking an MRI scan the amount of data points which must be collected, and

therefore the duration of the scan, depends on the field ofview desired. I-ess data cannot

be taken without sacrificing the field of view. Under sampling causes wrapping of the
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image to occur as seen discussed in APPENDIX 3. If an array could be built with enough

NT coils to get a low resolution image, or conductivity map, this extra information could

be used in some way to unwrap a wrapped MRI image. This would allow under sampling

in the phase encoding direction of ¿-space. This is desirable since the under sampling

would save time and therefore speed up scan times. The noise tomography image could

be collected at the same time as the MRI scan without disturbing the MRI data which

means that the noise tomography data which would be used to unwrap would cost

nothing in terms of time. For information on reconstruction of under sampled images see

[s] and [6].

When a breast tumor is found with an MRI scan it is not always possible to tell

from the scan whether or not the tumor is malignant. It has been observed that a breast

tumor can be up to 40 times more conductive than its surrounding tissue if it is malignant

[7], [8]. Since noise tomography may be able to measure the conductivity distribution of

a sample it may be used to measure the conductivity of a known tumor. An MRI image

would be collected to locate the tumor. This image would be segmented into two regions,

tumor and regular tissue. Noise correlations would then be collected of the breast with

either the same anay of coils used for the MRI scan or some anay optimized fo¡ noise

tomography and these, along with the segmented image, could be used to find the

conductivity of the tumor relative to its surrounding tissue. The knowledge of this

conductivity would allow for a non-invasive way to increase specificity.

In addition to the two medical uses mentioned above, there are other reasons and

advantages to using noise tomography. The amount of equations available and, therefore,

the resolution available, is equal to n(n-I)/2 where r? is the numbe¡ of coils used to collect



data. This means that increasing the number of coils used would increase the resolution

of the image quadratically. Also, a noise correlation collected from two different coils is

independent of the electronic noise in each coil because the noise in each coil is not

corelated to the noise in the other coil. This means that coil and receive chain noise will

not cause error in the final measured noise correlations for which the noise signal is

assumed to be caused entirely by the sample.

1.3 Thesis Objectives

In orde¡ to use noise tomography, in the future, for medical applications, such as

those mentioned above, it is first necessary to investigate the technique using on a non-

living sample, or phantom. That is what will be done in this thesis. This thesis

investigates two possible ways to use the noise tomography technique. The first

technique is simulation based and requires electric field simulations and a guiding image

to solve Equation 1.2 to obtain information about a phantom's conductivity. The second

technique is calibration based. The dependence of a set ofnoise correlations as a

function of conductivity is determined experimentally and this information is used to

determine information of an unknown phantom's conductivity. The purpose of this thesis

is to asses the plausibility of using both of these techniques to gain knowledge of a

phantom's conductivity distribution. This will be done by investigation of the specific

objectives listed below.

1.3.1 Objectives of the Simulation Based Technique lnvestigation

Thesis Objective 1: Simulations of the noise conelations will be performed and

compared with those taken experimentally. The simulations will be done using three
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methods all of which solve Equation 1.2 using simulations of electric fields and the

known conductivity distribution of the phantom. The electric fields will be simulated

quasi-statically, quasi-statically with a speed of light correction and with a full wave

simulation. The purpose of this is to investigate how well each simulation technique

agrees with the experimental noise correlations. This will be done using a l.5T MRI

scanner and a 3T MRI scanner.

Thesis Objective 2: In all experiments done to investigate the simulation based

technique, noise correlations will be taken for three different conductivity distributions of

the phantom. The difference in the noise correlations will be investigated and compared

to the enor between the simulated and experimental noise correlations. This will be done

to give an idea of the possible conductivity, or sensitivity, resolution of the technique.

Thesis Objective 3: Using the measured noise correlations and the electric fields

from the simulation which gives the best agreement between the experimental and

simulated noise correlations, as mentioned in the first objective, the conductivity

distribution of a phantom will be calculated by inverting Equation 7.2. This will be

compared to the known conductivity distribution of the phantom. The location of an

object in the phantom will also be calculated, using noise conelations, and compared with

the known location.

Thesis Objectives 1,2 and 3 will be discussed in CHAPTER 3 and CIIAPTER 6.

Thesis Objective 4: To build an anay of coils which is optimized for noise

tomography. This will be done using a quasi-static simulation to predict what t)?e of

anay is the most sensitive to changes in noise correlation. This is discussed in

CHAPTER 4.
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Thesis Objective 5: It will be shown, in CHAPTER 2, that transmission

measurements, measured with a network analyzer, are roughly proportional to noise

conelation measurements. For this reason, transmission measurements will be taken of

the same phantom used for the noise tomography experiments. This will be done to

investigate the agreement between the simulated and experimental transmission

measurements and to predict the behavior of the noise correlation data. This will be

investigated in CFIAPTER 5.

Thesis Objective 6: To investigate the sources of error involved in the simulation

of noise cor¡elation and demonstrate their effects. The effects of noise signal reflection

and the noise which comes from copper in the array of receive coils will be investigated.

In addition to this, the quasi-static simulation and the full wave simulation, at low

frequency, will be compared to rule out the possibility that either simulation is working

incorrectly. This will be done in CHAPTER 7.

Thesis Objective 7: Noise tomography has already been investigated using a 1.57

MRI scanner (center frequency of 64lvftlz) and is described in [3]. No investigation was

done by the research group at the MRI Devices Corporation to detemine the optimal

frequency for NI- This thesis will perform two NT experiments, one at 64MIIz and one

al I23.2MHz to determine the benefits and pit falls of NT at each frequency.

1.3.2 Objectives of the Non-Simulation Based Technique

lnvestigation

Thesis Objective 8: It will be shown that if the noise conelations are taken of a

phantom with some number of objects, each with a constant conductivity, the correlations

will be linearly propofional to the conductivity of each object. This will be investigated
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by fitting high degree polynomials to plots ofnoise correlations as a function of

conductivity ofone object in a phantom and looking at the sizes oftheir 1" and Oth degree

coefficients.

Thesis Objective 9: To use the polynomials, which were fit to the data, as well as

lines, as calibration curves to calculate the conductivity of an object within the phantom

from its measured noise conelations.

Thesis Objective 10: To investigate the repeatability of a non-simulation based

noise tomography experiment by comparing the noise cor¡elations of two simila¡

experiments done on different dates with a slightly altered array.

Thesis Objective 11: To investigate the statistical distribution of random

meâsurement erfor of the noise conelations and use this information to estimate the

degree of error that this causes when noise correlations are used to measure the

conductivity of an object in the phantom.

Thesis Objectives 7,8,9 and l0 are discussed in CHAPTER 8.



CHAPTER 2 Noise Correlation Measurement Theory

2.1 Principal of Reciprocity

2.1.1 Quasi-Static Version

Suppose that therc is a current source, with cunent density ¿ placed near a coil.

Figure 2.1: Current source placed near a receive coil

The current density in the sample causes a magnetic field. Quasistatically it can be

written as:

8".,,,r,"(1)= 
^,. ! 

i\:):r' o,
saùvte f I

Equation 2,1

Equation 2.1 canbecombined with - È,",,,0,"{Ò=9*8,,,,,0,, (Faraday's law) to find the

electric field due to the sample noise. Notice that the dot on the magnetic field vector

implies partial differentiation with respect to time.

or^f s lrì
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-vx|,,,,,u,"{Ð= r"¡ ! 
-ryr}Ao,

snùvte lr I

Equation 2.2

1*1 1¡v=f and j<¡\ = À. It can be seen by inspection that: (See [ll] inside cover for

valuable identities.)

E*,,t"(r)= *,- ¡ i,l-r? a,
*i,rt" Ï |

Equation 2.3

With the same reasoning it can be shown:

i_E(î")=# J.a"
santpte | |

Equation 2.4

This electric field is that which would be caused in the sample by the coil if there were a

cufient, 1, placed into it.

By definition the voltage induced into the coil by the sample is given by:

v={8".,,,,,"'dI

Equation 2.5

Equation 2.3and Equation 2.5 can be combined to give:

' ,,"#0,f,, = 
,.t,"lrrffi);e'>0"

v =[l# IL -,,

Equation 2,ó

Substitution of Equation 2.4 into Equation 2.6 gives:
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v= )J.(Etr)dî
sd ple

Equation 2.7

If the noise signal is received with a small bandwidth whose centre frequency is

a,l.¿ and the electric field from the coil is calculated, quasi-statically, with the assumption

that coil's resonant frequen cy is a¿, the current and current density take the form:

i = +(I oet'" )= ia¡.,t and. i = ¡Q or''' )= iot,l

Substitution of these into Equation 2.7 gives:

y =et ll.1Etr¡at
t0^

Equation 2.8

Assuming that atl = a¡ gives:

v = !t.1Er r¡at

Equation 2,9

This equation gives the voltage which would be induced into a coil due to some

cunent density, "I and is known as the principal of reciprocity.

Notice here that the only current in the coil is induced by the cuffent density, J.

No cur¡ent, 1, was placed into the coil by an EMF at the terminals of the coil. The

electric field, E, is only hypothetical. It can be considered to be the coil's spatially

dependant sensitivity function which happens to be calculated in the same way that one

would calculate the electric field created by the coil if there were unit cur¡ent running

through it. Fo¡ more on this equation see [3], [5], [16] and[17].
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2.1.2 Maxwell's Equations Version

Equation 2.9 canbe derived using Maxwell's equations as well as the Biot-Savart

approximation. The equation is the same but, as it will be shown later, special

considerations must be made',vhen working at high frequency. One problem which will

arise is the fact that, Maxwell's equations take into consideration that an electric field will

be a function of the conductivity of the sample. Noise tomography assumes that the

electric field is a function of only the geometry of the coils which is the case when using

the quasi-static assumption to calculate the electric field.

To derive the reciprocity principal using Maxwell's equations suppose that two

cunent sources, 1 and 2, are placed in a medium characterized by €¡r and lt¡*, Both

sources have the same frequency. In steady state conditions the following can be written:

YxE, = ¡"Y8,

Equation 2.10

YxÈr=-i*fir*¡,

Equation 2.11

YxÊ, = ¡'¡þ,

Equâtion 2.12

YxÈr=-i*fir*¡,

Equation 2,13

Br. È, = p,nH roH r, = Br. È,

Equâtion 2.14
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Er. D, = e,rDrrDr, = Er. D,

Equation 2,15

With these equations the following can be done:

H, .eq2.10 + Er.eq2.I1- È, ' eq2.l2- Et.eq2.73

Equation 2.16

To give:

(H 2.vx4t - Ê,,.vrÈ r¡ + (Ê2.vxH | - H r.vx4r¡ =

(iatt )(8, ' È, - Er. È,¡ + liat t c¡18,, . D, - 8". D,¡ +

(4trlc)(J,.Èr-J,.È,¡

Equation 2.17

This equation can be integrated over space and Equation 2.14 and Equation 2.15 can be

employed to give:

JJ,.E,ar= lt".E,ar
sotrcel sourcez

Equation 2.18

The integrals are evaluated over all space but the cufient is zero everywhere but

the source so the integrals can be done overjust the sources. Equation 2.18 is a known

equation derived by L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz [9]. Notice that, just like in the

quasi-static derivation, if the two sources are not sinusoidally oscillating the derivation

does not hold. This means that all work must be done with a small bandwidth. Unlike in

the quasi-static derivation, the sources must oscillate at the same frequency. This should

not affect receiving a signal as long as the bandwidth is small enough.
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Suppose that an experiment was done where source one is a receive coil and

source two is a phantom with noise cur¡ent. Equation 2.18 can be written as:

[ Í ,",, 
. È 0,,",,,,,,d" = I i ,*,,",, 

. E,",,dr

Equation 2.19

t {t ,",, t Ðî . E ,n^.^Adr = I J ,,,.,,,",,, 
. Ê,",,dr -->

toil phaüa t

I at . n,,,.,,,",,, = I i,,,",,,",,,. (8,.,t I r,.,)dr
co¡l pha tont

Equation 2.20

Here, A is the cross sectional area of the coil and dl is a length segment. This is the same

as Equation 2.9.

2.2 Johnson Noise Formula

Suppose that a voltmeter is connected to a resistor at two points and the voltage,

due to thermal noise, is measured for a large number of time points, A schematic of this

can be seen inFigure 2.2

"hl
A : sulface area

Figure2,2: Resistor of length, /, and cross sectional area, A, attached to â voltmeter.

The average of these readings should be ze¡o since thermal noise is random,

however, the standard deviation of these voltage readings will not be zero. It is well
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known that the standard deviation will be a function of the resistance between the two

measuring points, R, and is given by l2l,ll4l:

<V2 >= 4kTRLf

Equation 2,21

Here k is Bolzmann's constant, Z is the absolute temperature and {f is the

bandwidth of the measuring device.

Equation 2.21 can be rearranged to give:

< 12 >= 4kTLf t R

Equation 2.22

From this the z-component of the cunent density can be calculated to be:

< J,2 >= 4krLf t(RA') = 4krLfo t(tA)

Equation 2.23

where A is the cross sectional area of the conductor, I is its length and o is its

conductivity. The above formula only measures the current, which is only dependent on

the z component of the electrons' random velocities. The current density is a function of

the electrons' velocity notjust the z component. Since the motion is random all

components are, on average, equal. This gives:

<liz >=<u,2 >+<ur'>+<u12 >=3<u"t >

Equation 2.24

This can be combined 
"vith 

Equation 2.23 to give:
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< i'z >=l2kTLfo I(IA)

Equation 2,25

This equation was derived from an equation which only measures the voltage

across the conductor. This voltage does not have a dependence on the location within the

conductor where as the cu[ent density is different everywhere within the conductor.

This means that the only way that Equation2.25 can make sense is if the conductor is

small enough so that the current density an¡rvhere within its volume is the same, or at

least close. In other words, /ømust be small enough so that J(i) = J(r') for any two

points, F and i' , within Aî. With this in mind Equ ation 2.25 can be rewritten as:

< lJr¡ll' ,-t2kr\fo(î)| ' 'r a,c

Equation 2.26

2.3 Noise Correlation as a Function of Conductivity Profile

2.3.1 Noise Correlation Equation

Suppose that two receiving coils, referenced by i andj, are placed near a sample

with current density, "I, and a spatially dependent conductivity, a. If an oscillating

current, with a magnitude of one were placed into each receive coil the electric fields E¿

and E; would be created. If the voltage induced by the noise of the sample is measured

in each coil, for many time points, the conelation can be calculated by multiplying the

voltage measurements of each coil at each time point and then averaging them. Equation

2.9 and Equation 2.26 can be used to show that this noise cor¡elation is a function of the
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sensitivity, or the electric field per unit current, of each coil and the conductivity function

of the sample. This is done in the following way.

Equation 2.9 can be used to write the correlation as follows:

<v,o)vi(t),=î[l,J,l"rr,,>r,rrto"fl,"!,,t"rr',0Ê,e'tar'þt

Equation 2,27

This can be rearranged to give:

- -(f'r. I I
<v,(t)v,(t) >= I J l l + j l7t',rllJtr" rlc.s(g(r, r))cos(d, ( r"t))(h ll4,Øll4 tØll(tdi

sa,'ptesa,,ptelL' o I )

Equation 2.28

where 0,(Í,t) is the angle between J(f,Ð ana Ë,1r¡ .

Define the following:

The x-y plane is the plane defined by the direction of Ë,(r) ana Ê,(i) at any point.

j' (¡,t) = the component or J1r,r; in rhex-y plane

0: (î,î) = the angle between E,1r¡ ano i"(¡,t)

0'(1,t) = the angle between i(¡,ù anA the x-y plane

0¡(f) =the angle between Ê,1r¡ ana Ê,{î)

It can be shown that:

cos(4 (F, t)) = cos(d,:Ð (i, t)) cos(á" (¡, Ð) -->

cos(8 (F, r)) cos(d, (F', r¡; = seslB' 1¡, r)) cos(d' (i', r)) cos(Af (r, r)) cos(9f (r', r)) =

%cos(9'(î,t))cos(d'(r',r))(cos(df (1,ù+ el O',1))+ cos@it (r,Ð - eT (î',t)))

Substitution of the above identity into Equation 2.28 gives:



<V,(t)V,(t)>=

,,[,^.!,[+Îpç,¡llr6,¡lv,cosØ(r,t))cosØ(/,Ðvt4l'Ølllr6\cosl,v(î,t)+01(/,'t|,w*

_l;",tfÞi 
p<r,t\lrrt,¡lv,cosØ(¡,¡))cosØ(,", ovtle,rnlln,ø\"ose'!r,t)-01(í,rÙ^t

Equation 2.29

After the integration over time the second term will be zero since

cos(01' (r ,t) - 0i (i', r)) will be positive as often as negative. The first term can be

broken into two integrals. The first of the two integrals is integrated with the condition

that l' = F . To be more specific, î and î' are close enough together that they fit in a

small volume, Ac Aris small enough that the curent density inside of it can be

considered to be uniform. Setting the second term to zero and breaking the first integral

into two gives:

<V(t)Vt(t)>=

"".,J[=,,{[+i 
P<r't\11<í't'],xcosØ(¡,,))cosØ(y', oflrnlln,<,X"osQl(rg+elr-,0],w*

-,."J1.,,{[+i 
þ¡,¡llr6,¡lv,cosØ(r,¡))cosØ(y',0v,]atrNl4tnl. osa:c't)+eiíù¡ddr

Equation 2.30

After the time integration the second of these two terms will be zero since

lJtr-, rlllTtf', Ol will be negative as often as it will be positive. As for the firsr term, the

integration, over F, will only give non-zero contributions when /'= ¡. This means that

the first integration need only be done over Ar. Also, since i'=F, iissetto i'inthe
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second inte$ation. When this is done, eT (r ,t) + el (f', r) can be ser to ?u(f) which is

not a function of time, All of this gives:

<v$)vi(t)'= 
[lr"h"{[ ]î v,r,r¡' z"*',r,,r"r,o,)1u,rr)llE,rr'r|cosrau ,lr]on =

(f 'r I ì
%^" I ll ) | lÌ " çr',¡l' at lE,ç'¡. E,c)la"'

*i"o'"¡¡t'r I I )

which can also be written as:

<vt|)v j(t)>=%Lr J <lJ't',rll' > E,ç¡.8,ç¡ar
sontple

Equation 2.31

For any 3-D vector, t , the following holds:

.l¡l' r=. 
"1 

+ ul + u! >=< u1 > + < ul > + < u? >

If Íis moving randomly:

.lûl'r=2.r1,

Equation 2.32

Similarly, for 2 dimensions:

.ln'l't= 2<u1,

Equation 2.33

Combining Equ alion 2.32 and Equation 2.33:

.laol' >= 4 <r1 >

Equation 2,34

Substitution of Equation 234 inß Equation 2.31 gives:
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<vt|)vj(t)>= y3Lr j .lJtr.rll'> E,(¡). t,{Dar
s(tùple

Equation 2.35

Assuming that the temperature does not vary over the sample, substitution ofEquation

2.26 into Equation 2.35 gives:

<vt7)v j(t) >= 4kr\f I oo)È,o). E je)dî
snhtple

Equation 2,36

This equation assumes that the noise is measured at one frequency with a

bandwidth which is small relative to the center frequency.

Equation 2.36 is the basis of noise tomography. The left hand side of the equation

can be measured for many pairs of coils and their electric fields can be calculated. With

enough noise correlations, from enough coil pairs, and the assumption that the electric

fields have negligible dependence on the conductivity of the sample, it is left as an

inversion problem to solve for o. In this way, the spatially dependent conductivity of a

sample can be measured non-invasively. This equation is the basis for a noise

tomography investigation performed by the research group at the MRI Devices

Corporation and is investigated in [3], tl5l, t16l and [17].

2.3.2 Speed of Light Correction

Equation 2.36 makes no consideration of the speed of light. A signal which

comes f¡om some point in the phantom may have a different phase when it reaches coil i
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than when it reaches coil j depending on the path differences. If the wavelength of the

received signal is comparable to the size ofthe phantom then this must be accounted for.

Suppose that the distance from some point in the sample, p, to coil i is dr and the distance

to coil j is d;. Coil i will measure the signal with a phase of 2tt(dú.) and similar for coil j.

This means that when coil i measures the peak of the signal, from pointp in the sample,

coil j will measure the same signal, from pointp, but at a phase of 2n(d¡/A) - 2tt(d/).).

This means that the signal from pointp must be scaled by a factor of cos((hr/AXdrd)),

To account for this Equation 2.36 can be rewritten as:

,!,,o<n{n,<n 
n,G)cos{(2nl).)tlr -r | -lr -r,l¡¡þr

Equation 2.37

Here, r¡ and r; are the positions of coil i and j and A is the wavelength of the noise signal

which oscillates at the center frequency of the receiver. The term in the curly brackets

can be used as a conected E¡E¡ when the wave length is comparable to the distance

between coils. Notice that r¡ and rj are not well defined variables. The position of a coil

is a vague term. Through out this thesis the center of the coil is used as the location of

the coil. Fortunately, this problem is restricted to the use of the quasi-statically simulated

electric fields. If the electric fields are simulated using a full wave simulation the

information of the phase of the signal should be available.

When the electric fields are calculated using Maxwell's equations, very often they

are presented in complex format. The modulus of this complex number is a vector which

represents the magnitude and direction ofthe electric field at any point, r, in space. The

phase ofthis complex number is the time phase shift ofthe signal, at point rin the

sample, due to the travel time from the coil to the point r. This phase is relative to the
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phase of the voltage which is placed at the terminals of the coil in the simulation of the

coil's electric field. Notice that it only makes sense to talk about the phase ofthe signal if

the simulation has reached steady state. When the simulation has reached steady state the

electric fields within the sample and the voltage in the conductor oscillate sinusoidally,

with the same frequency, and a phase difference can be associated with the coil and any

point in the sample, This can not happen if the coil and phantom are not both oscillating

simusoidally with the same frequency. All simulations should be run until they have

reached steady state. Ifthe electric field and the phase information are calculated using a

full Maxwell's equations simulations then the formula, equivalent to Equation 2.37, is

given by:

<V, (t)V, (t) >= 4krLf I o Q)Re(E, G, Ð' Ê, * lt, øÐar
sotvte

where:

Equation 2.38

Ê,1t,P7 = E,(î)e'þc)

Equation 2.39

For the remainder of this chapter assume that thal E¡E¡ fields have been corrected in the

manor of Equation 2.37 or Equation 2.38.

2.3.3 Two Dimensional Experiment

The electric fields and the conductivity distribution in the above equations are all

functions of three-dimensional space. If an experiment is done on a phantom which is

known to be translationally invariant along some dimension then the experìment can be
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set up in such a way that it can be treated as a two-dimensional experiment. For example,

assume that the sample is invariant along the ¿-axis, Equation 2.36 can be rewritten as:

<v,(t)v, (t) >= 4kr^f I I "t', rlf f E, ç ¡. E, ç¡ azlaya,
,LlI
Equation 2,40

If the electric fields are known, from simulation for example, the Efl¡ can be summed

over the z-direction. This leaves a two-dimensional reconstruction problem. The term in

square brackets will be ¡efened to as the set of E',.8; matrices, one for each coil pair, for

the rest of this thesis. They will be referred to as matrices instead of fields because, when

they are numerically simulated, their values at each point in the x-y plane will be

pixilated.

2.3.4 lmage Domain Noise Correlation Measurements

The most obvious way to measure the noise correlation between two coils is to

allow them to simultaneously collect noise signal from a phantom, multiply the signals

together, and then average over time. Mathematically this can be expressed as:

<v t (t)v j (t) >= * I v t (t)v j (t)dt

^,

Equâtion 2,41

Here, lt has to be large enough so that if the experiment is repeated the same result will

be obtained within an acceptâble degree of error.

Although this is the most straight forward way of calculating the noise

conelations, from voltage signals, it is not the only way. If the voltage signals are

collected with an MRI scanner the scanner will tum these signals into an image, I(r). Itis
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a matter of application of Parseval's theorem to show that, to within a scale factor, the

noise comelations can be calculated from the anay ofcoil's images in the following way.

**J i r,(x,y)l,(x,y)cttû,=*l v¡t)v j(t)dt
^r ^y ^t

or

< I,(x,y)I ,(x,!) >=<Vt(t)V¡(t) >

Equation 2.42

This can be shown in the following way: (The reader is referred to APPENDD( 3

for basic MRI theory.)

Suppose that an MRI experiment is done with phase encoding along the )-direction

and frequency encoding along the .n-direction. An fid would be recorded, for each y-

gradient, which would take the form:

V, (t, G r) = i i t, 1r, yl"'*'rP'v t 21' 
eilc' 

(¡ -rE' r t 2Í dxdy

Equation 2,43

The following substitutions are made to Equ ation 2.43:

2rd<, = 7G ,x
2?d<y = lf o"y
t' =t -T¿

Equation 2,44

This gives:
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v, (t' + r 
", 

G ) =(T)' #j j 
_,, 

<ff n 

", ff o, ) exp Q2rd<. t' ) exp (i2rd<, G, ) dk. dk,

Equation 2,45

This shows that the fid is the inverse, two-dimensional, Fourier transform of the

image. This means that Parseval's theorem can be applied to give:

) ) v,{{ +r",c)v j(t'+TE,Gy)dc,d{ =

( q"'\ 
" i r,<ffr.,fir)r,( 

ñy: 
k,,y: k,)dk"dky\v' )c.'r,"' !-!

Equation 2.46

Here AG, is the range of the y-gradient. On the left hand side of the above

equation the integral over the y-gradient can be thought of as the addition of all of the

V¡V;s for all of the values of the gradients. With the assumption that random thermal

noise is independent of the value of the gradient, adding all of the %yjs, from all of the

gradient values, will do nothing but improve the statistics of the noise conelation

meâsurement. With this in mind Equation 2.46 canbe written as:

i r, ç' * r,¡, ç,' . r,v r =(4, )rT U,, rff 0., ff o ¡ r, <ff r, 
", 
ø k,) d k.dk !

Equation 2,47

Substituting Equ alion 2.44 into Equation 2.47 gives Equation 2.42, which is the desired

result.

There is an advantage to using the image domain method. If a scan is taken, and

the information is to be used for both an MRI image and a conductivity map, the image

domain method can be used to collect noise from the outer edge of the image where there
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is no sample. The time domain method has no way of distinguishing whether the signal

came from noise or MRI signal.

2.4 Calibration Methods

2.4.1 Multiplicative Calibration Method

A difference in gain of the receive¡s of each coil, which would not be accounted

for in simuìations, will cause each measured noise con'elation to be higher or lower than

those predicted by simulation by some multiplicative factor. To compensate for this

effect the measured noise correlations can be multiplied by a scale factor as shown in

Equation 2.48.

¿ 
^/ -ÀI 

$n

Equation 2.48

where A are the set of scale factors, N are the measured noise correlations and M'i" are the

simulated noise conelations.

The set of scale factors can by found by performing one experiment. The noise

cor¡elations from a phantom, with known conductivity distribution, can be measured and

simulated. The measured and simulated values can then be used, along with Equation

2.48, to find the scale factors. It is then assumed that the scale factors will remain

constant for any experiments done with any unknown conductivity distribution.

2.4.2 Algebraic Calibration Method

The multiplicative calibration accounts for differences in the gain from channel to

channel but it does not compensate for excess coupled noise which could come from
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cable cross talk. In order to compensate for this effect an additive term can be added into

the muÌtiplicative calibration. Mathematically this can be expressed as:

A,,N,, + 8,, = l¡ -'¡"

Equation 2.49

In order to find the sets ofAs and Bs at least two calibration experiments must be done

where the conductivity distribution of the phantom is known so that N'i"'can be

calculated. To calculate theAs and Bs the following formulae would be used,

^ Nr.,i"" -Nr..,,""'
^u = ¡¡r,3-

Equation 2.50

N r,,,'"" N r,,, - N r,,r'"" N
Dr --" Nr,,i -N,,,i

Equation 2,51

where N¡, Nz, Nl'nu and N "" are the measured and simulated noise correlations from the

first and second experiment.

Once these constants are known one would assume that they remain the same for

all experiments. For more on this method see [3].

2.4.3 Noise Figure and System Noise

Excess noise is added into the signal by system hardware such as preamps and

other circuitry. No calibration is necessary to compensate for this effect. This is due to

the fact that this excess noise from any two coils will not be conelated and will average

out to zero. Although this excess noise exists it will not affect the noise correlation of
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any two coils. The system noise will be correlated if acoil's self cor¡elation is used. For

this rcason self conelations are not used in this thesis. This means that the conelations

where i equalsj in Equation 236 are not used.

2.5 Use of Transmission Measurements

Say two coils, 1 and 2, are placed near a phantom and cur¡ent is placed in coil l.

This will cause an electric field in the sample, E¡, which will cause a cunent, "/, in the

sample. This current will then induce a voltage in coil 2. Equation 2.9 can be used to

calculate this induced voltage as follows.

v, = I i . (8, / I r¡dr = ! oE, . 1Ê, I I r)dt wttich impties
sa Vle sairyle

ny' 
= 

+,"!,î:u, 
t r r)' (E 2 t r,)dî

Equation 2.52

Comparison of Equation 2.52 with Equation 2.36 shows that the relation between noise

conelations and transmission measurements is given by:

N 

" 
= /' 164Jä 

rzo)

Equation 2.53

Here, Z¡ is the impedance of the transmitting coil which should be real at the resonance

frequency. Furthermore, if the coils are all the same the resistance should be the same for

each coil. With these two conditions satisfied S12 measurements can be used to

approximate noise correlation measurements. Notice that S,i was taken as a power. This

was done because usually transmission measurements are measured on a logarithmic

scale.
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2.5.1 Speed of Light Corrections for Transmission Measurements

Equation 2.53 can be used to get noise conelation measurements but these will

not be exactly the same as noise correlation measurements when the wavelength of the

signal is comparable to the distance between coils. When doing a noise tomography

experiment signal starts from any given point in a sample and travels to each coil. The

phase acquired by the signal is proportional to the distance from the noise current source

to a given coil. When using the network analyzer the signal travels from one coil to some

position in the sample. There it induces a current and that current then produces a signal

which travels to some other coil. In this case the phase is acquired over the whole path

length of the signal fiom one coil, through the sample and to the next coil. Ifthe S¡z

measurements are to be compared to simulated noise correlations these noise correlations

should not be calculated with Equation 2.37 but with the following:

,.1,,o 
Ø{8, Ø . E, G ) c o s((z n l,tylr - r,l + lr - r,lll}a c

Equation 2.54

The only differences between this equation and Equation 2.37 are the plus sign in the

cosine term and the negative sign in front. The negative sign comes from the 1800 phase

shift in the signal from transmit to receive coil. This comes from the 900 phase shift

which occurs when the transmitting coil induces a signal in the sample plus the 900 phase

shift which occurs when the phantom induces signal in the receive coil. Notice that the

negative sign would be there regardless of the wavelength. Because Equation 2.54 is

different than Equation 2.37 Srz measurements can only be used as an approximation to

noise correlation measurements at high frequency.
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One might argue that, despite the fact that Equation 2.53 is just an approximation

to noise conelations, Srz measurements and Equation 2.54 could be used to reconstruct a

conductivity map. There is a reason that this should not work as well as collecting actual

noise measurements. In a noise tomography experiment noise voltage is collected in each

coil simultaneously. Pre-amps are used to keep the current in the coil small so that there

is as little coil to coil mutual inductive coupling as possible. This coupling can skew a

noise correlation measurement at high frequency. When using the network analyzer to

get Sj2 measurements a high amount of cunent must be placed into the tranómitting coil

in order to get signal in the receiving coiì. This large amount of current will cause a high

amount of inductive cross talk.

2.6 Conductívity Measurement from Noise Correlations

As it has been suggested above, it is possible to use measurements ofnoise

correlations along with the use of Equation 2.36 to measure the conductivity distribution

of a sample, which will now be called a phantom. The process would go as follows:

First measure noise correlations with some number of coilq whose geometry is known.

Next use knowledge of the coil's geometry to simulate the electric fields of each coiì and

use this to calculate the Efi matrices. Simulate using either a quasi-static or full wave

calculation. Finally, use some inversion technique to solve for the conductivity as a

function of position using Equation 2.36.

2.6.1 Use of a Guiding lmage for Conductivity Measurement

In a noise tomography experiment the resolution of an image is limited by the

number of coils which are being used to collect noise. The number of coil pairs which
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can be made fromp coils is p(p-l)/2. This is the number of noise correlations which can

be collected with p coils. This is the maximum number of voxels which can be in the

final conductivity map. This means that an array of eight coils will only give a

conductivity map of twenty-eight voxels. Even for a two-dimensional experiment it

would be desirable to obtain an image with more than twenty-eight pixels. To get around

this a guiding image can be used to locate regions with possibly different conductivities

and then the noise tomography data can be used to calculate the conductivity ofeach

section. This would allow for a conductivity map with a resolution only limited by the

guiding image. If eight coils are used with a high ¡esolution guiding image twenty-eight

objects could be isolated and each object would be assumed to have a constant

conductivity. The noise correlation data would then be used to assign one, of a maximum

of twenty-eight conductivities, to each object. In both cases there would only be twenty-

eight conductivity regions but the use of the guiding image allows for more intelligently

shaped conductivity regions than cubes or squares.

2.7 Reconstruction Techniques

As mentioned above, when a conductivity map is reconstructed using a guiding

image, the first step is to use the guiding image to segment the conductivity map into

different objects with particular conductivities. The second step is to calculate the

conductivities of these objects with noise data. The first step can be complicated if the

phantom is actually a brain or some other complicated geometry. There are methods for

doing this effectively. One suggested method for noise tomography is Mumford-Shah

segmentation (see APPENDD( 2, [3] and [13]). This thesis deals primarily with simple

phantoms so the details of step one for more complicated phantoms will not be dealt with
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in great detail. For simple phantoms with only a few well defined objects segmentation

can be accomplished by simply identifying the different objects by eye. For example,

suppose that there are three objects seen in the guiding image, Each pixel in the first

object of the original guiding image can be relabeled with a one, each pixel in the second

object can be relabeled with a two and similar fo¡ the third object. This new map of the

objects can then be used for all of the required information of object size, shape and

location.

2.7.1 Direcl Segmentation and Inversion

With a well defined guiding image the reconstruction can be done quite directly.

The segmented guiding image can be used to break Equation 2.36 in the following way:

< v t o); j G) r= 2 o,l+ *, nr,",1,,8, {r) . E, {, ) a'f= 2 err o r

Equation 2,55

The indices I andj can be reordered into one index, nr, so the <V¡V;> goes from being a

8x8 matrix (for an 8 coil anay) Io a 28x7 column vector. Similarly, A would go from an

8x8xfr,,,* ar¡ay to a 28xk,,,*. This would give a matrix equation which looks like:

< V (t)V (t) )z¡,r = Azs,*,*" dr o,"..r

Equation 2.56

If k,,* is less than 28 then Equation 2.56 is over defined and can be solved using a pseudo

inverse. If k,,* is equal to 28 the equation can still be solved but with a regular inverse.

This is the method which will be used through out this thesis and will be ¡efened to as the

A matrix method,
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2.8 Object Location

Suppose that a scan of a phantom is done and all objects are found along with

their conductivities. Now assume that one of the objects is allowed to move through

some dimension. This dimension could be in x,y, z, r,0, e .., The measurement of noise

correlations can be used to update the image to find where the object moved without

rescanning. As an example, assume that a cylindrical phantom, whose conductivity

profile varies in the.x-y plane but not in the ¿-direction, is scanned with an MRI to find a

guiding image and then noise measurements are taken to find the conductivity profile.

After this the phantom is rotated by d degrees about the e-axis and the noise correlations

are retaken. The A matrix in Equation 2.56 can be re-simulated with a guiding image

which has been rotated by l0 ,20, ... 3600. With the already known o and the 360 A

matrices the noise correlations can be simulated fo¡ all 360 possible rotations of the

phantom, Once this is done the deviation between the measured noise correlations and

the 360 sets of simulated comelations can be calculated. The set of simulated noise

correlations which gives the smallest deviation from the measured correìations

corresponds to the angle by which the phantom was rotated. By doing this the angle of

rotation can be found without taking another guiding image.

This technique can be used to find any sort of movement of a phantom notjust

rotation about the z-axis.



CHAPTER 3 Quasi-Static Simulation Based Noise

Tomography at 1.5 Tesla

3.1 lntroduction and Objectives

This experiment was performed using a pre-existing anay of coils which was not

necessarily optimized for noise tomography. The purpose of this experiment was to leam

the specific conside¡ations which must be accounted for when collecting noise

correlations and using them to reconstruct an image. The knowledge gained from this

experiment was intended to aid in the design of an optimized NT coil as well as give

some insight into how noise correlations must be collected and analyzed in future

experiments. In specific, this experiment had the following objectives.

Chapter Objective 1: To investigate the effect of averaging to see how much noise

data must be collected to obtain noise correlations which are suitable for reconstructing

conductivity profiles to within a given tolerance.

Chapter Objective 2: To compare the agreement between the simulated and

experimental noise conelations to those taken and simulated by the ¡esearch group at the

MRI Devices Corporation.

Chapter Objective 3: To compare the measured noise conelations to the quasi-

static simulated noise correlations with and without the speed of light conection to verify

that the speed of light corrections properly accounts for the phasing of noise signal due to

the finite speed oflight. Refer to section 2.3.2 fo¡ more information on the speed of light

correction.
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Chapter Objective 4: To compare the sensitivity of the experimental noise

correlations to that predicted by the simulation. For an explanation of the meaning of

sensitivity in this thesis see the Definitions and Abbreviations section.

Chapter Objective 5: To compare and evaluate the multiplicative calibration

method and the algebraic calibration method.

Chapter Objective 6: To use the measured noise correlations and MRI guiding

images to reconstruct a conductivity map.

Chapter Objective 7: To use the measured noise correlations for object location.

3.2 Methods and Procedure

3.2.1 The Phantom and Conductivity Profiles

The phantom used in this experiment is a cylinder of polycarbonate plastic filled

with saline with |gll- CuSO¿ and 2gll- NaCl. This corresponds to a conducrivity of

approximately 4.9S/m [10]. It has a diameter of 19.6cm and a length of 28.0cm.

Through out this chapter and the rest of this thesis the z-dimension will be defined as the

dimension along the length of the phantom. There are four cylindrical voids running

through the length of the phantom. A schematic of the phantom within the coils can be

seen in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3,1: Phantom in coils, shorvn in the x-y plâne for two rotations,

Into the four voids tightly fitting cylinders were inserted. These cylinders, which

will be referred to as through tubes, were also made of polycarbonate and contained the

same concentration of saline as the main body of the phantom with the exception of the

largest cylinder. The largest cylinder was varied in concentration through out this

experiment. The largest tube was chosen because it would have the largest impact on the

measured noise correlations. Noise correlations were taken with the largest through tube

filled with saline with 3gll- CUSO¿ and 69ll NaCl. They were then taken again with the

tube filled with saline of concentration 1gll. CuSOa and 2gll NaCl. This was done again

with the largest void empty. This means that noise co¡relations were taken when the

conductivity of the tube is 3, 1 and 0 relative to the conductivity of the rest of the

phantom. The three conductivity profiles which come from changing the tube will be

refeÍed to as 0:1:3, 0:1:1 and 0: 1:0. The first number refers to the conductivity of the air

which surrounds the phantom and the conductivity ofthe polycarbonate which is zero.

The second number refers to the conductivity of the main phantom and the unchanged

through tubes. The third number ¡efers to the conductivity of the changeable tube.

Rolûtion#2
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Any slice of this phantom in the x-y plane would look the same. For this reason

this experiment can be considered to be two dimensional. This will be discussed in more

detail in the next section.

3.2.2 The Array of Coils

The array which was used to collect noise correlations was an eight channel OEM

anay designed to be an MRI receive coil for the head. This array consisted ofeightcoìls

which would sit symmetrically about a patient's head. In the case of this experiment, the

phantom was placed into the array in such a way that the coils were positioned

symmetrically about the phantom. A schematic of the coil, with phantom placed inside

can be seen in Figure 3.2.

54,260

(millimeten)

Figure 3.2: Schematic of 8 channel head coil with phantom, side view (left) and top view (right)

As you can see from the right side of Figure 3.2, the coils sit symmetrically about

the center line of the phantom or the z-axis. The only exception to this symmetry is seen

on the top of the dght side of Figure 3.2 where the coils do not overlap. With the one

exception, the coils were made to overlap with their nearest neighbors. This was done in
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such a way as to minimize the inductive coupling between nearest neighbor coils. For the

two coils which do not overlap c¡oss talk was minimized using a shared capacitor.

Using a quasi-static simulation the electric fields of these coils were simulated in

three dimensions on a 96x96x96 point grid. For every possible coil pair the dot product

ofthe electric field from the first coil with the electric field from the second coil was

taken at every point on the 96x96x96 point grid. This 3 dimensional grid is the same as

the Êr (F) . Ë, {r-) term in Equation 2.36 where I is the index of the first coil and j is the

index of the second coil. Because this experiment can be considered to be a two

dimensional experiment the 96x96x96 grids, from every coil pair, were then summed

over the ¿-dimension to give sets of 96x96 point matrices. These matrices are equivalent

to the bracketed integral in Equation 2.40 and can be used to reconstruct conductivity

maps by inversion of Equation 2.40. lf the two dimensional conductivity profiles of the

phantom are known in advance, as they are in this experiment, Equation 2,40 can be used

to directly calculate the noise conelations. These will be called the simulated noise

correlations. These matrices will be referred to as the E.Ej matrices as discussed in

section 2.3.3. Plots of these matrices can be seen in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3,3: 96x96x96 point EíEj matrices plotted in the.r-y plane. The numbers in the bottom left

corners represent the coil pairs,

Notice that there are only five plots present. These five plots are representative

of the E¡Ej matrices for every possible coil pair due to the symmetry of the coils. For coil

numbering see Figure 3.1. The ErEr field is not used for reasons discussed in section

) La

3.2.3 MRI Sequence Parameters

In this experiment noise conelations we¡e collected using the receivers of a 1.5

Tesla MRI scanner. MRI images were collected and the noise correlations were

calculated using the image domain method of Equation 2.42. Unfortunately, in this

experiment the scanner would not allow for the transmit power to be tumed off

completely. This means that there would be MRI signal and not just noise signal
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contributing to the image. The transmit power was tumed as low as the scanner would

allow and data was collected that way. The resulting images had faint images of the

phantom in them. To avoid using MR signal in the computation of the noise correlations

the field of view of the image was chosen in such a way that it was much larger than the

phantom. Only pixels in the periphery of the image, where MR signal does not

contribute, were used in the calculation of the noise correlations. This is the advantage of

using the image domain method to calculate the noise correlations.

This experiment was done with a center frequency of 64MIIz and a bandwidth of

0.03MH2. A gradient echo sequence was used to obtain 5mm thick axial slice images

with 192 phase encode steps and a field of view o132cnf. This image had a resolution of

256x192 points.

3.2.4 Procedure

The phantom was centered in the array. Noise cor¡elations were taken for the three

conductivity profiles mentioned above by changing the large through tube. For each

conductivity profile the noise correlations were measure five times so that the need for

averaging could be investigated. The phantom was then rotated by -950 about the z-axis.

Noise correlations were then taken, once, with the assumption this would be sufficient,

for the conductivity profile of 0:1:3. This was done to investigate the possibility of

calculating how far the object had been rotated using the measured noise correlations.

MRI images were taken for both rotations of the phantom to be used as guiding images.

Figure 3.4 shows the MRI images from both rotations after segmentation.
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Figure 3.4: MRI guiding images from both rotations of the phantom lyithin the coil.

3.3 Results and Discussion

The results of the experiment are shown below. The fact that there are 8 coils

means that there arc 8(8-l)12=28 independent noise cor¡elations. In order to plot these 28

noise correlations on a two dimensional plot the noise correlations related to the coil pairs

are organized as shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Relâtion ofcoil pair to correlation number

Coll Polr Correlqlion # Coll Polr Cs¡relolion #
flp) I (3.5) 15(1.3) 2 (s.¿) 1ô
0,4) 3 ($,4 17(1,5) 4 (3.8) T8(1,6) 5 {4,5) le
CI,Ð ð (4.ó) 2û(1.0) 7 ç,n 2t(43) I (4,8) 22ta,¿) r (5,ó) 23(2,5¡ r0 (5,7) 24(2,ó) rr (5,8) 15p,n 12 þ,n 2&(2,s) 13 {ô,s} 2r
(3¡) 11 (7å) 28

The numbering of the coils can be seen in Figure 3.1
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3.3.1 Averaging

As mentioned above, for each conductivity profile the noise correlations were

collected five times. These five trials were then averaged. In Figure 3.5 the noise

correlations for each trial of each conductivity profile are plotted. The results of

averaging the noise correlations are also plotted.

Nolsâ C{Rêlôliôß- tlvèIÍols

6xI0{

Irisl
t*t
''52-¡'3

Nske CoÍÊlqlion . Fivô ldol¡

NÖhô Conôldllom - t¡ve lriol. AverêEêd Noise Correlalions
éx l0a

0: l:O -{-
0:I:l'+
0: I :3 --F.

t0 I 20 25 20¡0 t5

Figure 3,5: Noise Correlations, the plots on the upper left, right and lower left are lhe noise

correlations for each of the five trials for the three different coniluctivity profTles. The maximum

deviation between any two sets of tr¡als is 0.0835. The plot on the bottom right is a plot of the

averaged noise correlations. The deviation between the 0:1:1 and the 0:1:3 correlatio¡s is 0.0283.

The noise correlation number is plotted on the J-axis and the noise correlation is plotted on they-axis

rvith arbitrary scaling.
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Notice that the difference in the noise correlations between any two sets of the

trials is comparable to the difference in noise correlations due to a change in the

conductivity profile. The largest deviation (see definitions section) seen between any two

sets of noise correlation trials is 0.0835 which is greater than the deviation between the

averaged 0: 1:1 and 0: I :3 correlations. This shows that if averaging is not done one of the

sets of the noise correlations collected from the 0:1: I conductivity profile, for instance,

could be confused for the noise correlations from the 0:1:3 or the 0:1:0 conductivity

profile. This shows that, for the MRI parameters mentioned above, more than one trial

must be done to get usable results.

3.3.2 Comparison of Experimental Results to Those Obtained by the

Research Group at the MRI Devices Corporation

The ¡esearch group at the MRI Devices Corporation performed an experiment at

1.5T similar to this experiment [3]. The phantom which was used was similar as well as

the array, however the array only had 7 working coils and it was built right onto the

phantom so that there was no separation between the coils and the phantom. It is useful

to compare the agreement ofthe experimental and quasi-statically simulated data from

both groups. This will show how well the quasi-static simulation can be expected to

perform for this type of experiment. These results are shown in Figure 3.6.
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cond = 0:'l:'l

sd = 0.'144'l

Figure 3,6: Noise corr€lations from the 0:1:1 conductivity profile ofthis experiment and a similar

experiment performed by the research group ât the MRI Devices Corporation. The deviation

betrveen the experimental and simulated points is 0,2365 for this experiment and 0.1441 for their

experiment.

It can be seen from Figure 3.6 that the deviation between the measured and

simulated conelations are comparable. The deviation is calculated by taking the

difference between the simulated and experimental values and then taking the square root

ofthe average of these values. In both cases the simulated noise conelations roughly

agree'rvith the experimental noise conelations but there is still some noticeable eror.

3.3.3 Use of the Speed of Light Correction

The theory section discusses the effect that the finite speed oflight will have on the

measured noise conelations which a purely quasi-static simulation can not account for.

The water in the phantom has an electric permittivity of 78.4 [10]. This means that, at
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641\tftIz, the wave length of any noise signal in the phantom is given by (c/{e)/f = 0.533m

[11]. This is comparable to the width of the phantom, 0.196m. As discussed, this means

that the coils will receive signal from different parts ofthe phantom at different times.

This must be accounted for in the simulation. Figure 3.7 shows a set of six plots. Each

plot has the measured noise correlations for each conductivity profile. Three of them

have the uncorrected, simulated noise correlations and the other three have the corrected,

simulated noise correlations. For each graph the deviation was calculated between the

measured and the simulated noise correlations.

Figure 3.7: Plots of experimental and simulated noise correlâtions, the simulated data in the top

graphs is purely quasi.static while the simulated data on the bottom has been corrected for the finite

speed of light, The noise correlation number is plotted on the r-axis, The noise correlation is on the

y.axis rvith arbitrary scåling.

It can be seen from the deviations in Figure 3.7 fha\ in every case, the corrected

data matches the experimental slightly better than the uncorrected data. This makes sense
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theoretically and it has been shown that the corected data matches the experimental data

better which verifies it experimentally.

3.3.4 Experimental and Simulated Goil Sensitivity

In this thesis the sensitivity of an array of coils is defined in the following way: If

a change in the conductivity profile of a phantom causes a large change in the noise

conelations measured then the array is said to be sensitive to that change. If the opposite

is true the array is said to be insensitive to that change. This is quantified by using the

deviation between the noise correlations between the 0:1:1 and the 0:1:3 noise

correlations. A large deviation means high sensitivity. The purpose ofthis section is to

investigate whether or not the sensitivity shown by the simulated noise correlations is

reflected in the experimental noise correlations.

The simulated, speed of light conected noise correlations are shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Speed oflight corrected, simulated noise correlations for all three conductívity profiles.

The deviation betrveen the 0:1:1 and the 0¡1:3 correlations is 0.0647. The noise correlâtion number is

plotted on the r.âxis ând the noise correlation is plotted on theJ.axis with ârbitrary scaling.

Figure 3.8 shows that the simulated noise correlations show some small but obvious

changes in the noise correlations with changes in the conductivity profile. It can be said

that the simulation predicts a noticeable sensitivity in the affay to the differences in

conductivity profiles used in this experiment, The deviation between the 0: 1 :1 and the

0:1:3 noise correlations is 0.0647.

This sensitivity is not reflected in the experimental noise correlations shown in

Figure 3.9.
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Experimenlol Noise Correlslíons
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Figure 3.9: Experimental, averaged noise correlâtions for all three conductivity profiles, The

deviation betrveen the 0:1:1 ând the 0:1:3 correlâtions is 0.0283. The noise correlâtion number is

plotted on the r-axis ând the noise correlation is plotted on they-axis rvith arbitrary scaling.

Figure 3.9 sho'ws that the changes in conductivity profile used in this experiment cause

very little change in the noise correlations. It can be said that a 1.5T NT experiment is

actually quite insensitive. The deviation between the 0: l:1 and the 0:1:3 noise

correlations is 0.0283 which is more than two times smaller than that predicted by

simulation.

The origins of the lack of agreement of the sensitivity between predicted and

measured noise cor¡elations will be discussed in the sources of er¡or section ofthis thesis.

For now it will simply be concluded that this experiment is very insensitive.

3.3,5 Evaluation of Calibration Methods

Figure 3,6 shows that both this experiment and the research group at the MRI

Devices Corporation were not able to predict the noise cor¡elations with a great amount
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of accuracy. This suggests that a calibration must be done, although trouble with any

type of calibration can be foreseen. Figure 3.9 shows that the measured noise

correlations for the three different conductivity profiles do not vary much relative to those

ofFigure 3.8, the calculated noise correlations. Suppose that the scale factors for a

multiplicative calibration are calculated using the simulated and measured 0:1:1 noise

correlations. These scale factor will cause the experimental 0:1:1 noise correlations to be

equal to the simulated 0: I : I noise conelations, If these same scale factors are then

applied to the measured 0:1:3 noise conelations it will cause them to look like those of

the 0:1:1 simulation and not the 0:1:3 simulation as desired. This is because the

measured 0:1:3 noise correlations are so close to the measured 0:1:1 noise correlations,

To illustrate this point, the calibrated data is presented in Figure 3.10 using the

multiplicative calibration method. The 0:1:3 data is calibrated with the 0:l:l data.
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Figure 3.10: Multiplicative calibrated, noise correlations from the 0:1:3 profile plotted.rvith the

simulâted noise correlâtions from the 0:1:3 profile and the 0:1:l profile. The noise correlation

number is plotted on the x-axis and the noise correlation is plotted on theJ.âxis rvith arbitrâry

scaling.

It can be seen from Figure 3.10 that the calibrated curve is closer to the simulated

curve that was used to calibrate it (0: I :l) than the curve that it is supposed to represent

(0:1:3). If this calibrated data is used to reconstruct a conductivity map it will tell us the

conductivity ofthe removable tube is closer to I than it is to 3.

The algebraic calibration method requires that at least two sets of data be used to

calibrate one other set of data as described in section 2.4.2. In Figure 3.1 1 the simulated

and experimental noise cor¡elations from the 0:1:1 and the 0:1:0 conductivity profiles are

used to calibrate the experimental noise correlations from the 0:1:3 profile.
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Figure 3.11: Algebrâic method calibrated, noise correlations from the 0:1:3 profile calibrât€d with

the simulated and experimentâl 0:1:0 and 0:1:l profile data. The noise correlation number is plotted

on the.r-âxis and the noise correlation is plotted on they,axis rvith arbitrary scaling,

Comparing Figure 3.ll with Figure 3.10 shows that the algebraic method does not

give noise correlations which are as accurate as the multiplicative calibration method in

this particular experiment. This can be attributed to division by a small number in the

calculation ofthe calibration coefficients. Equation 2.50 and Equation 2.51 show that the

calculation ofthe calibration coefficients involves division by the difference between the

measured noise corelations for the 0: I :0 and the 0:1: 1 conductivity profiles. Figure 3.9

shows that these noise correlations are very close,

In the case of both the multiplicative and the algebraic calibration methods the

ineffectiveness ofthe calibration techniques can be attributed, at least partially, to the

small change in the measured noise correlations with change in conductivity profile

relative to the simulated noise correlations.
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3.3.6 Conductivity Map Reconstruction

Using the multiplicative calibrated noise correlations which can be seen in Figure

3.10, the guiding image and the A matrix technique which is described in section 2.7.1 the

conductivity of the three sections of the phantom were reconstructed, These sections are

the plastic and air, which has a conductivity of zero, the main body and unchanged

through tubes ofthe phantom, which are normalized to one, and the changeable tube.

The results are as follows: For the case where 0:1:0 should have been measured,

0.1132:t:0.8885 was reconstructed. For the case where 0:1:3 should have been

measured, 0.4601:1:0.5082 was reconstructed. Notice that both ofthe reconstructed

conductivity profiles are closer to the 0:l:1 profile than the expected profile. This is

because both the calibrated 0:1:0 noise conelations and the 0:l:3 noise correlations

resemble the simulated 0:1:1 noise correlations as discussed in section 3.3.5.

3.3.7 Object Location

As discussed in section 2.8, the noise tomography technique can be used to locate

an object. This concept can be tested using the rotated data which was collected. In this

particular case, the rotated 0: 1:3 data was multiplicatively calibrated with the unrotated

0:1:1 data. The reason for using the unrotated matrix to calibrate is as follows. The

calibration coefficients should be the same no matter how it is created, ât least to first

order and with quasi-static assumptions. Also, one would have to know the rotation of

the phantom in advance to collect the rotated 0: 1: I data fo¡ calibration. After the rotated

data is calibrated the object location technique is employed to find the angle of rotation.

Before looking at the results of the calculation of the angle it is important to look

at the predicted and experimental rotated noise correlations. Figure 3.12 shows the
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predicted change in the noise correlations. One can see from the upper right figure that

the change is smaller than the difference in noise correlations that one would get from

trial to trial before averaging (see Figure 3.5). This means that, even if the rotated noise

correlations are what they were predicted to be, it could be a coincidence. The graph on

the bottom right corner of Figure 3.12 shows the difference in the rotated and unrotated

data for the calibrated data and the simulated data. The two curves look as though they

are not related at all.

5¡toll
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F igure 3,12: Simulated (rvith speed of light correction) rotated and unrotated noise cotrelations (top

left), Experimental rotated ând ¡¡nrotated noise correlations (top right), Calibrated rotated and

unrotated noise correlâtions (bottom left), Difference betrveen the rotated and unrotât€d noise

correlatio¡s for the calibrated and simulated data (bottom right). On all graphs, the noise

correlation number is plotted on the.r-axis and the noise correlation is plott€d on theJ-axis lvith

arbitrary scâling.
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The ¡esults of the calculation of the angle of rotation are shown in Figure 3.13

Cqlculoled G1 14 degrees) Acluol (-95 degrees)

Figure 3,13: Reconstructed and actual segmented images ofthe rotated phântom,

Despite the argument made above, the angle finding algorithm was still able to

find the object within t9o.

3.4 Conclusions

Chapter Conclusion 1: It was shown that, in order to be able to resolve the

difference in the conductivity profiles used in this experiment, at least five trials we¡e

needed for averaging purposes. The largest deviation seen between any two sets of noise

cor¡elation trials is 0.0835 which is greater than the deviation between the averaged 0: 1: I

and 0:1:3 correlations which is 0.0283.

Chapter Conclusion 2: It was found that the agreement between quasi-static

simulated and experimental noise correlations was similar for this experiment and a

similar experiment done by another group. Both groups were able to roughly predict the

noise correlations but with some amount of error. The deviation between the

experimental and the simulated data was 0.2356 for this experiment and 0.1441 for the

other group's experiment.
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Chapter Conclusion 3:. Use ofthe speed oflight conection causes slightly better

agreement between the simulated and measured noise correlations. The deviations

between the simulated and measured noise conelations, for the three profiles used, were

0.2310,0.2356 and, O.2379 for the corrected case and 0.2375 ,0.2427 and.0.247 6 for the

uncor¡ected case.

Chapter Conclusion 4: It was found that, even though the simulation predicted

noticeable sensitivity of the anay for this experiment, the experimental data did not

reflect this. The deviation between the 0:1:1 and 0: l:3 experimental noise correlations

was 56Vo lower than that of the simulated noise correlations.

Chapter Conclusion 5: Because of the lack of sensitivity the multiplicative method

of calibration was not able to calibrate the experimental data in such a way that it

matched the simulated data. The calibration made the noise correlations resemble those

which were used to calibrate them. The Algebraic method was unable to accurately

calibrate the data as well.

Chapter Conclusion 6: Because of the inability to calibrate, the reconstructed

conductivities were not accurately reconstructed. For the case where the conductivity

profile 0:1:0 should have been reconstructed, 0.1132:1:0.8885 was reconstructed. For the

case where 0:1:3 should have been reconstructed, 0.4601:1:0.5082 was reconstructed.

This is discussed in section 3.3.5.

Chapter Conclusion 7: The object location algorithm',vas able to find the angle of

rotation to with in 190, but as this could have been a coincidence as discussed in section

3.3.7.
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CHAPTER 4 NT Coil Optimization and Construction

4.1 Introduction

The last experiment showed that the noise conelations loosely agreed with

simulation but not well enough to be able to calculated the conductivity profiles, Figure

3.9 shows the experimental noise correlations as a function of conductivity profile. These

did not vary enough with change in conductivity to use any soÉ of a calibration to conect

them. Even the simulated noise conelations, as seen in Figure 3.8, do not predict a large

change in noise cor¡elation with change in conductivity of the changeable tube (although

it was larger than that seen experimentally). For this rcason a more sensitive array must

be designed and built to be used for noise tomography. The purpose of this chapter is to

construct an NT optimization array for a 3 Tesla MRI scanner. The procedure for

building the coil is also discussed.

4.2 Coil Optimization Procedure

4.2.1 Basic Procedure

The noise correlations from eight different arays were simulated for three

different conductivity profiles. The conductivity profiles are the same as those mentioned

in section 3.2.1. The reason forthis is because the same phantom is to be used for all

experiments to be done. All coils simulated were placed as close to the phantom as

possible. It was assumed that this would cause them to be the most sensitive to changes

in the conductivity profile. These simulated noise corelations were then used to decide

which array was the most sensitive.
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4.2.2 Use of the Quasi-Static Simulation

In o¡der to investigate NT at 3T the affay was designed to be used on a 3 Tesla

scanner as opposed to the 1.5 Tesla scanner that was used for the last experiment. This

means that the frequency of the received noise signal is twice as high as the last

experiment. For this reason, it is not assumed that a quasi-static simulation could

accurately predict the noise cor¡elations. Despite this fact it was assumed that a quasi-

static simulation could be used to predict the sensitivity of an array to changes in

conductivity profile relative to other anays and was therefore used for coil optimization.

The quasi-static simulation was also used for practical purposes, The set up of multiple

coil configurations in a full wave simulation would be very time consuming. The use of

the quasi-static simulation allowed for the investigation of more coil possibilities.

4.2.3 Testing for Sensitivity of Small, Random Error

In order to find the best coil for this type of experiment the sensitivities of eight

coils were investigated. Their sensitivities to changes in conductivity profiles and their

sensitivities to small random error in the noise correlations were used to pick the best

coil. In order to determine the sensitivity of an array to small random errors in the noise

correlations the following was done. The noise correlations were simulated and then a

random error with a maximum possible value of ten percent of the maximum noise

correlation was added to each noise correlation. The ten percent maximum er¡or was

chosen because this was approximately the largest error seen in the last experiment (see

Figure 3.10). Using these new noise correlations and theA matrix method, mentioned in

section 2.7.1, the conductivity profile was calculated. This was done 5000 times and the

profiles from each case we¡e used to calculate the average and standard deviation. A
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small standard deviation implies that the coil is not very sensitive to small errors in the

noise corelations. This was done for all three conductivity profiles.

4.3 Simulation Results and Discussion

The following figures show the anay configurations that were investigated. In all

cases the part ofthe phantom with the changeable tube is near the bottom right corner of

the picture. Also, despite the scaling of the coil picture, all coils are the length of the

phantom and are as close to the phantom as possible. The plus signs represent the

correlations due to the 0: 1:0 profile, the circles are for the 0:1: I correlations and the stars

are for the 0: 1:3 correlations.

Figure 4.1: Array I, All coils are the sâme and placed synmetrically about the z-axis rvith no

overlap. Noise correlations âre plotted on the tight.

='¡i:l*:..l:ä:i
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Figure 4.2: Array 2, All coils are the same and placed symmetrically about the z.axis with 1070

overlap, Noise couelations âre plotted on the r¡ght.

Figure 4,3: Array 3, Äll coils are the same and placed symmetrically about the z-axis rvith 33Zo

overlap. Noise correlâtions âre plotted on the right.
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Figure 4.4: Array 4, Coil I and 2 sweep out 900 about thez.axis and are placed farthest ârvây from

the changeable conductivity tube. The other six coils srveep out 300. Noise correlâtions are plotted on

the right.

Figure 4.5: Array 5, Same as Figure 4.4 but the coils overlap by 1070. Noise correlations âre plotted

on the r¡ght.
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Figure 4.6: Array 6, Coil 1 and 2 sweep out 900 about the z.axis and are placed farthest arvay from

the changeable conductivity tube. The other six coils srveep out 360. Trvo of the coils are stacked

along the z-axis, Noise correlations are plotted on the right,

Figure 4.7: A.rray 7, Same as Figure 4,6 but coils are overlapped by l07o about the z-axis. Noise

correlations are plotted on the right.
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Figure 4.8: Array 8, Same as Figure 4,4 but the large coils are placed near the changeable

conductivity tube. Noise correlations are plotted on the right.

The first three anays contain symmetric coils. The only difference is the degree

by which they al'e overlapped. The first one is not overlapped at all. The second one is

overlapped by ten percent and the third one is overlapped by thirty-three percent. Ten

percent overlap gives inductive isolation bet\¡/een nearest neighbor coils which is a

desired property. The next two arrays have more coils near the changeable conductivity

section of the phantom. Arrays six and seven have two coils in the z-direction of the coil.

The last array has two large coils near the changeable conductivity section.

Table 4.1 displays the results of the sensitivity to random error testing for each

aJfay.
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Table 4.1: The average and standard deviation of simulated conductivity profites rvhen random

error is added to the noise correlations before reconstruction. 5000 trials rvere used to obtain this

dâtâ. This ryas done for the three conductivity profiles 0:1:0,0:1:1,0:1;3.

It can be seen fiom Table 4.1 that the first three arrays are the least sensitive to

error in the noise correlations. This means that a large error in the noise co[elations will

1-0000 -0.0670
-0.0157 1.00û0
-0.0146 1.0000 3.09¿16

0.0955 0 0.1375 û.1054 0 0.1441
0.1061 0 0.1402
0.1050 0 0.134't

0.0001 1.0000 -0.0347 0.2587 1.0000 -0.5737

0.1126
0113i

0 0.1363

0.2518 1,0000 0.5457
0.2570 1,0000 2.7585

0.1999 0 0.2897

-0.0272 1.0000 -0.0335
-0.0277 1_0000 1 0114 û.2919 1.0000 0.

0.2s45 1_0000 2.7378

0.1447 0 0.1975
0.1439 0 0.1913

.0361 1.00ûû 0.0130
0.0M2 1.0000 0.

0.0465 1.0000 3-0¿t12

0.1599 0 0.2267
0.1607 0 0.2174 0.1583 0 0.2021
0.1621 0 0.2148 0.1545 0 0.1909
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only cause a small error in the reconstructed conductivity profite. The first three anays

are the least sensitive to etror in the noise cor¡elations. Out of these three arrays anay

one is the least sensitive to error but array two is only slightly more sensitive to error and

it has the advantage that nearest neighbors are inductively decoupled. For these reasons

anay two, as seen in Figure 4.2, was chosen as the optimal array for this project.

4.4 CoilConstruction

The following are labeled photographs of the finished array built onto the

phantom.



Figure 4.9: Photograph of hnished, optimized NT array built onto phantom (side view)
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Figure 4.10: Photographs of phantom (top view) with changeable conductivity tube inserted (left)

and changeable conduct¡vity tube outside of the phantom (right)

This section will discuss the considerations which were taken when building this

anay.

4.4.1 Frequency and Capacitors

The frequency ofthe scanner whose receivers were to be used to measure the

noise correlations is 123.2 MHz. In order to make the coils resonate at this frequency

four breaks were made in each where capacitors could be placed, A coil will resonate at

the frequency where its reactance is zero, or, its impedance is at a minimum. With this

knowledge the capacitor values needed for resonance at 723.21vft12 can be calculated but

it is easier and faster to do it with experimental iteration. Capacitors are placed on the

coil and then the frequency is measured. With these frequency and capacitor values the

new capacitor values can be calculated using (fa,1f,**)2 = cu",,/cp¡¿, This formula is

derived from the assumption the reactance must be zero on resonance. The capacitor
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values needed for resonance range between 12pF and 18pF depending on the coil and the

location on each coil. The capacitors were initially set to be the saÀe on all coils and coil

locations but they were then changed to fine tune the frequency and the sensitivity of

each segment of each coil. Four capacitors were used per coil to prevent each segment of

each coil from acting like an antenna which can happen at high frequencies. Voltages

induced due to non-conservative electric fields can not be accounted for in a quasi-static

simulation and it was, therefore, impofant to minimize these.

4.4.2 Matching and Balancing

Each coil will have a certain impedance, which should be real on resonance. If a

coil is attached to a cable, whose characteristic impedance is not the same as the coil's

impedance, current, or voltage signal, will be reflected. The current will be reflected

back into the coil in receive mode and back to the transmitter in transmit mode. Since it

is important to obtain as much of the noise signal as possible it is imporlant that as little

of the signal is reflected back as possible. This means that the impedance of the coil must

be matched to S0ohms which is the impedance of the cables used. This is important if the

network analyzer is to be used fo¡ tuning of the coil.

At low frequency a voltage difference can be applied to ajunction in a coil and it

will cause current to flow. The idea that one side of the junction is hot and the other is

ground makes no sense. It is only the voltage difference and not the absolute voltages

that cause current to flow. If this were not true then the voltage would be caused by a

non-conservative electric force which is assumed to not exist at low frequency. This is

not as simple at high frequencies. Suppose that one side of a high frequency voltage

junction is called point a and the other is called point å. Assume that there is a
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sinusoidally oscillating voltage of magnitude 2V at a and 0V at å (i.e. the maximum

amount ofchargeis2q ataand0q aI b). At low frequency this is the same situation as

there being a voltage of V al a and -V at b. This is not true at high frequency. If a voltage

of 2V is placed at ø the knowledge of that voltage must travel, at the speed of light or less,

around the coil. By the time that it reaches å the voltage at a might be -2V already. 'lhe

current in the coil will not oscillate in phase. If a voltage of V is placed at a and -V at b

the knowledge ofthe voltage at ¿ will start there and move around the coil but the

knowledge ofthe voltage at å will start there and move in the opposite direction. By

doing this the current around the coil can be forced to oscillate more like its phase is the

same everywhere in the coil. In the quasi-static simulation it is assumed that there is no

phase difference at all in each coil. For this reason it is important to use a signal which is

V on one side of the junction and -V on the other. This is called balancing a signal.

Both balancing and matching can be accomplished by placing a balancing

network, known as a balun, at the voltage junction between the coil and cable. By doing

this the match ranged between -l5dB and -40d8 depending on the coil. A picture ofone

of the baluns, which consists of api and tjunction, used can be seen in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.ll: Preamp and balun on a coil ofthe array

4.4.3 Traps

This array also needed to be used as an MRI coil in order to get a guiding image

for ¡econstruction. This means that it was to be used while the body coil, which is used

as the transmit coil, was in transmit mode. When a coil is used in this way it must have

traps placed on it to prevent cunent from being induced into it by the body coil. A trap

consists of a diode and an inductor, in series, which are in parallel with one of the

capacitors on the coil. The inducto¡ has the same reactance (but opposite sign) as the

capacitor. When the body coil is transmitting the diode is biased on which puts the coil

out of tune and keeps current from flowing in it. Instead the induced power flows in the

small coil formed by the trap which has zero reactance at the resonant frequency. If this

is not done the cunents induced in the coil will distort the B¡ field ofthe body coil which

will give a poor MRI image. One of the traps can be seen in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Trap on a coil ofthe array

An alternate way of understanding how the trap works is as follows. The

impedance across the trap is X?r under the assumption that the capacitor reactance, X, is

much bigger than the resistance of the trap, r. It is common for r to be on the order of

lohm or less. The capacitor values were roughly 12pF which means that, at 723.2 Ì.rflz,,

its reactance is 676ohms. This means that the impedance across a trap, which is biased

on, is roughly 460 000ohms where as the magnitude of the impedance across a capacitor

is 676ohms. This puts a high impedance in the loop when the trap is biased on which

suppresses current flow.

4.4.4 Preamps

Preamps serve two purposes in this array. They are placed on each coil between

the cable and the balun. Their first purpose is to amplify the signal before it travels down

the cable where ¡esistive noise from resistance in the cable would be added. The second

pu{pose is to reduce the effect of inductive coupling between coils. Noise in the sample

causes voltages in each coil at the same time. These voltages are'"vhat are used to

measure noise correlation but they also cause cunent to flow in the coil which will induce
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more voltage in the other coils. This extra voltage, due to inductive coupling, is not

accounted for in the theory of noise tomography and must be reduced. The preamps

which were used are low impedance preamps but when they are put in series with the

matching network they place a high impedance in the loop which stops current from

flowing. This decreases the amount of inductive cross talk. See Figure 4.1 I for a picture

of one of the preamps used in series with the matching network or balun.

4.4.5 Cables

The cables which were attached to each coil were made to be the same electrical

length. This was done so that signal from each coil would be received at the same time.

If this did not happen the noise correlations that would be measured would be incorrect.

Although this was done there was no way to be sure that the cables in the MRI system

were electrically the same length.
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CHAPTER 5 Measurement and Analysis of

Transmission Coeff icients

5.1 lntroduction and Objectives

In this experiment transmission measurements were collected for all 28 coil pairs

using a network analyzer and the optimized NT coil. By comparing Equation 2.37 \r¿ith

Equation 2.54 it can be seen that transmission measurements are closely related to noise

comelation measurements. The objectives ofthis experiment are as follows.

Chapter Objective 1: To compare experimentally measured transmission

measurements with those simulated with a quasi-static simulation and a quasi-static

simulation corrected for the speed of light effect. This is done to investigate the effect

that the speed of light has on transmission measurements at 123.2 MfIz and to confirm

that the corrected simulation does, in fact, predict the noise correlations more accurately.

Even though the speed of light effect has a different effect on transmission measurements

than it does on noise cor¡elations this investigation should shed light on the degree by

which the noise corelation measurements will be affected by the speed of light in future

experiments.

Chapter Objective 2: To find the value of the permittivity of the sample which

optimizes the agreement between the measured transmission measurements and the speed

of light conected quasi-static simulations.

Chapter Objective 3: To compare experimental transmission measurements to

transmission measurements simulated using a full wave simulation. This will show how

well the full wave simulation predicts the transmission measurements and will give some
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indication ofhow well it can be expected to predict the noise cor¡elation measurements in

future experiments.

Chapter Objective 4: To investigate the sensitivity of the transmission

measurements to changes in conductivity and compare it to that predicted to by the speed

of light corrected quasi-static simulation and full wave simulation. Once again, this

should indicate the level of sensitivity which can be expected in future experiments where

noise conelations are measurcd.

5.2 Methods and Procedure

5.2.1 The Phantom and Conductivity Profiles

The phantom used in this experiment is the same phantom described in section

3.2.1. The only difference is the liquid in the phantom. In the main body of the phantom

and in the unchanged tubes the liquid was replaced with saline with a concentration of

5gll. of NaCl. This corresponds to a conductivity of 0.82S/m. The concentrations of

saline in the large, changeable, through tubes were changed to 5gll- of NaCl and 25glI- of

NaCl. Transmission measurements were taken with both tubes inserted into the main

phantom as well as with no tube inserted. This corresponds to conductivity profiles of

0:1:0, 0:1:1 and 0: 1:5 as opposed to the conductivity profiles of 0: 1:0, 0: 1: 1 and 0: 1:3

which were used in CHAPTER 3. This was done in order to give a greater difference in

conductivity profile.

5.2.2 The Array of Coils

The anay of coils used in this experiment was the NT optimized anay which was

discussed in CHAPTER 4 and can be seen in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. Figure 5.1
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shows a schemâtic ofthe phantom within the array in order to show how the coils are

numbered th¡ough out this experiment.

co¡l l
:

coil 5
A: moin phqntom B: chongeoble tube

Figure 5.1: Profile ofphantom and optimized NT array ofcoils as seen in the.r-) plane,

The noise conelations which arc obtained from this anay are arranged in the same

order as in CHAPTER 2 when plotted. See Table 3.1 for this ordering.

5.2.3 Procedure

The first step in the measurement of the transmission coefficients was to calibrate

out the cables. Doing this removes the phase shift acquired by the signal as it is traveling

in the cables. Once this was done the first transmission measu¡ement was taken. This

was done by connecting one of the coils to the transmission port of the network analyzer

and one of the other coils to the receive port of the analyzel. The magnitude of the

transmission measurement (in dB) and its phase were recorded. These were then used to

calculate the real part of the transmission measurement in linear units. This is the

ôg
(¡)

t-
o
c,
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quantity which is analogous to noise correlation measurements. This was repeated for all

28 coil pairs.

The transmission measurements were simulated using Equation 2.36 and a quasi-

static simulation in the same manor described in section 3.2.2. Notice that quasi-static

simulated transmission measurements are the same as quasi-static simulated noise

correlations when the speed of light effect is not taken into account. They are both

simulated using Equation 2.36.

The speed of light conected transmission measurements were simulated in the

same way as without the correction but a correction term was added into the E.E¡

matrices. This correction term is a function of position in the phantom and can be seen in

Equation 2.54. The speed of light in the phantom is a function of the phantom's

permittivity and is given by Equation 5.1.

s=ctJl

Equation 5,1

This will effect the value of the wavelength of the noise signal in the phantom.

The speed of light coffected simulation was first done using the known value fo¡

the permittivity of pure water. Since the phantom is not filled with pure water the

simulation was then repeated many times to find the value for the permittivity which

optimized the agreement between the measured and simulated transmission

measurements.

The full wave simulated transmission measurements were simulated using a pre-

existing software package called XFDTD by Remcom Inc. The data of the coils' and

phantom's geometry and eìectrical properties as well as the location of capacitors and
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input and output ports were entered into the program on a 73x73x100 point grid (100

points in the z-direction) with 20 points of free space padding on all six sides. Figure 5.2

shows that entered geometry data.

Figure 5.2: Geometry ent€red into the full wave simulation. angular view (top left), view in r-y plane

(top right), view iny-z plane, angular viery of73x73x100 mesh,

Once the simulation is run the software automatically gives transmission

coefficients at the output ports. All 28 transmission coefficients were simulated for all

three conductivity profiles.



5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Comparison of Experimental to Quasi-Static and Corrected

Quasi-static Simulated Results with Permittivity Optimization

The experimental transmission measurements are plotted in Figure 5.3 with the

quasi-static simulated results for the 0:1: I profile.

Figure 5.3: Experimental and quasi-static simulated transmission measurements for the 0tl:l

profile. The deviation between the measured ând the simulated data is 0.4029. The coil pair number

¡s plotted on the f-axis and the tra¡rsmission meâsurement is plotted on lheJ.axis rvith arbitrary

scaling,

The agreement between the simulated and experimental transmission

measurements is poor in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3, with the use of Table 3.1 shows that the

simulated transmission measurements which are in worst agreement with the

experimental transmission measurements are those which come from furthest neighbor

and next furthest neighbor coil pairs. Transmission measurements from furlhest neighbor

2p * :-i
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coil pairs are the most susceptible to the effects of the speed of light due to the fact that

the signal acquires the largest phase change when traveling between furthest neighbor

coils. This suggests that a large amount of the enor in Figure 5.3 can be accounted for by

the speed of light effect. This is supported by the fact that the wavelengrh of the signal in

the phanrom is ). = (chlù/f = (3x108Íì/s)/.h8.4t(I23.2xt}6l{ÉIz) = 28cm which is

comparable to the distance between coils. Figure 5.4 shows the effect of accounting for

the speed oflight with the assumption that the permittivity in the phantom is the known

value of 78.4 [0].

Figure 5.4: Experimentâl and quasi-static simulated transmission measurements for the 0:1:l profìle

where the simulâted measurements are corrected for the speed of light efiect with a permittivity of

78.4. The deviation between the measured ând the simulated data is 0.2686. The coil pair number is

plotted on the.r-axis and the transmission measurement is plotted on they-axis rvith arbitrary

scåling,

A comparison of Figure 5.3 with Figure 5.4 shows that accounting for the speed

of light effect significantly improves the agreement between the experimentaì and

10 t5 2A 25
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simulated transmission measurements. This is most obvious for the transmission

measurements from furthest neighbor and next furthest neighbor coil pairs.

The value of the permittivity used in conecting for the speed of light in Figure 5.4

is that for pure water. Since the phantom is not pure water an investigation into an

optimal value for the permittivity is justified. Ir was found that the permittivity which

gives the best agreement between the experimental and speed of light corrected quasi-

static transmission measurements is 61.6. The results of using the optimal permittivity in

the simulation are shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Experimental and quasi-static simulated trânsmission meâsurements for the 0:1:I profile

rvhere the simulated measurements âre corrected for lhe speed of light effect with a permittivity of

6l'6' The deviation betlveen the meâsured and the simulated datâ is 0.1298. The coil pair number is

plotted on the x-axis and the transmission measurement is plotted on they.axis with arbitrary

scal¡ng,

When Figure 5.5 is compared with Figure 5.3 the effect that the speed of light has

on transmission measurements is obvious. The deviation between the experimental and
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simulated transmission measurements is 0.4029 without the speed of light conection.

When the conection is made, with the optimal value for the permittivity of the phantom,

the deviation is reduced by a factor of more than 3 to 0.1298. This suggests the

importance of the speed of light effect for a 123.2!tftIz noise tomography experiment.

5.3.2 Comparison of Experimental to Full Wave Simulated Results

The simulated transmission measurements, using the full wave simulation, for the

conductivity profile 0:1:l with the experimental transmission measurements are plotted in

Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 using the permittivity 78.4 and the optimal permittivity 61.6.

Figure 5.6: Experimental and full \yave simulâted tra¡smission measurements for the 0:1:1 profile

\yhere the simulated measurements use a permittivity of 78.4, The deviation betìveen the measured

and the simulat€d data is 0,4919. The coil pair number is plotted on the r.âxis and the transmission

measurement is plotted on they-axis with arbitrary scaling.

25å:i;
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Figure 5,7: Experimental and full wave simulated transmission measurements for the 0:1:1 profile

rvhere the simulated measurements use a permittivity of6l.6. The deviation betrv€en the meâsured

and the simulated datâ is 0.3946. The coil pair number is plotted on the x-axis and the transmission

measurement is plotted on theJ-axis with arbitrary scaling.

A full wave simulation should give the best prediction ofthe transmission

measurements but a comparison of Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.6 with Figure 5.5 shows that

the speed of light corrected quasi-static simulation does a significantly betterjob. Figure

5.7 along with Table 3.1 shows that the full wave simulated transmission coefficients

from furthest neighbor coil pairs are the ones which are in the worst agreement with the

experimental transmission measurements. This was the same situation seen in the

uncoffected quasi-static simulation as seen in Figure 5.3. This suggests that the full wave

software does not treat the speed of light correctly. This must be taken into consideration

when using the full wave simulation in future experiments.
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5.3.3 Experimental and Simulated Array Sensitivity

The resuÌts seen in section 3.3.4 show the lack of sensitivity that the array of coils

had to change in conductivity profile in the experiment described in CHAPTER 3. The

anay used in this experiment was specifically designed to be sensitive to changes in noise

correlation. The experimental transmission measurements as well as the transmission

measurements simulated using the speed of light corrected quâsi-static simulation and the

full wave simulation are plotted in Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 for all three

conductivity profiles used in this experiment.

Figure 5.8: Experimentâl transmission measurements for all three conductivity profiles. The

deviation between the 0:1:1 and the 0rl:5 correlations is 0.0168. The coil pair number is plotted on

the.Ë-âxis ând the transmission measurement is plotted on they-axis with arbitrary scaling,

-+-
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Figure 5.9: Corrected quasi-static simulated transmission measurements (permittivity = 61,6) for all

three conductiyity profiles. The deviation betrveen the 0:1:1 and the 0:1:5 correlations is 0.1860. Th€

coil pair number is plotted on the J-axis and the trânsmission measut€ment is plotted on they-axis

rvith arbitrary scaling.
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Figure 5.10: Full rvave simulated transmiss¡on meâsurements (permittivity = fl.f) f6¡ ¿¡ ¡¡rr."

conductivity profiles, The deviâtion betrv€en the 0:1:1 and the 0:l:5 correlations is 0.0689, The coil

pair number is plotted on the.r-axis and the transmission measurement is plotted on theJ.axis tvith

arbitrary scaling.

Figure 5.8 shows that there is almost no change in the transmission measurements

with change in conductivity. This is some what reflected in the full wave simulated

transmission measurements as seen in Figure 5.I0 but not in the speed of light corrected

quasi-static simulated transmission measurements as seen in Figure 5.9. The origins of

this insensitivity will not be discussed until CFIAPTER 7.

5.4 Conclusions

Chapter Conclusion 1: At l23.zl,tftIz the speed of light effect has a large effect on

the transmission measurements. When the speed of light effect is not accounted for in the

quasi-static simulation the deviation between the simulated and experimental
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transmission measurements is 0.4029. When it is accounted for the deviation drops to

0.1298.

Chapter Conclusion 2: It was found that the permittivity of the phantom which

optimized the agreement between the speed on light conected quasi-static simulated

transmission measurements and the experimental measurements was 61.6 where as the

accepted value for pure water is 78.4.

Chapter Conclusion 3: It was found that the full wave simulated transmission

measurements did not agree well with the experimental data. The deviation between the

measured and simulated data was 0.3946 which is comparable to the deviation between

the experimental and uncorrected quasi-static simulated data which was 0.4O29. The fult

wave simulated transmission measurements deviated the greatest from the experimental

data for transmission measurements from furthest neighbor coils. This suggests that the

full wave software does not account for the speed of light effect properly.

Chapter Conclusion 4: Figure 5.8 shows that the array lacks sensitivity to changes

in conductivity profile. The deviation between the experimental 0:1:1 and the 0: 1:5

transmission measurements is 0.01ó8. This is some what reflected by the full wave

simulated data, as seen in Figure 5.10 where the deviation is 0.0689. The insensitivity is

not reflected by the corrected quasi-static data, as seen in Figure 5.9 where the deviation

is 0.1860.
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Simulation Based Noise Tomography at 3

6.1 Introduction and Objectives

In this experiment noise correlations were collected with the optimized NT coil on

a 3 Tesla MRI scanner for the three conductivity profiles used in CHAPTER 5. The

objectives of this experiment are as follows.

Chapter Objective l: CHAPTER 5 showed that when simulating transmission

measurements aT l23.2MHz the inclusion of the speed of light effect is crucial. This

suggests that it will have a large effect on noise conelations as well. This chapter \¡/ill

investigate the importance of the speed of light correction when simulating noise

correlations.

Chapter Objective 2: In the same manor as in CHAPTER 5 the value of the

permittivity of the phantom will be optimized so that the simulated noise conelations are

the most closely matched to the experimental noise correlations. The value obtained in

this experiment will be compared to that obtained in CHAPTER 5.

Chapter Objective 3: The transmission coefficients obtained from the full wave

softwarc in CIIAPTER 5 suggested that the software did not account for the speed of

light conection properly. This chapter will examine whether or not the software allows

for a way to account fo¡ the speed of light conection when using it to calculate noise

correlations.

Chapter Objective 4: Section 5.3.3 showed that the experimental transmission

measurements showed very little change with change in conductivity profile. This was
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not reflected by the speed of light corrected quasi-static simulation. I-ess sensitivity to

change in conductivity was shown by the full wave simulated transmission

measurements. This behavior will be explored for noise correlations in this chapter.

Chapter Objective 5: The simulated E¡E; matrix and the measured noise

correlations will be used to reconstruct the conductivity profiles and to find the angle by

which the phantom was rotated.

6.2 Methods and Procedure

6.2.1 Phantom and Conductivity Prof¡les

The phantom and conductivity profiles used in this experiment were the same as

those described in section 5.2.1. As before, the conductivity profiles will be referred to as

0: l:0, 0: I : I and 0: 1:5.

6.2.2 The Array of Coils

The array used to measure noise cor¡elations in this experiment was the same

array that was optimized in CHAPTER 4 and used in the experiment described in

CHAPTER 5. For the numbering of the coils in the array relative to the position of the

phantom and the corresponding coil pair numbers see Figure 5.1 and Table 3.7. The E¡E¡

matrices from this array, which were simulated quasi-statically and quasi-statically with

the speed of light correction, are shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 for five possible coil

pairs. These matrices are in the .r-y plane and have been summed along the z-direction

since this is a two dimensional experiment (see section 2.3.3). Due to the symmetry of

the anay the five matrices shown below âre representative of all 28 coil pairs.



Figure 6.1: Quasi-stâtically simulated Ei.EJ matric€s for fiy€ coils pairs tvhich are representative of

all28. Zero is represented by the shade ofgrey in the periphery ofeach image. Lighter shades

represent larger numbers.
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Figure 6.2: Quasi-statically simulated EiEj matrices with the speed of light correction for five coils

pairs rvhich are repr€sentâtive ofall28. Zero is represented by the shade ofgrey in the per¡phery of

each image, Lighter shades represent larger numbers.

The Efi matrices were also simulated using the electric fields from the full wave

software and can be seen in Figure 6 .3. The E¡E¡ fields in the air gaps of the phantom

were set to zefo to show the geometry ofthe phantom in better detail.
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Figure 6,3: Full wave simulated EiEj matrices for five coils pairs. The EdEj field where there lvas no

phantom wâs set to zero for vierving purposes, Zero is represented by the shade of grey in the

periphery of each image. Lighter shades represent Iarger numbers.

This simulation was done with the same geometry, electric parameters and

capacitors placement as discussed in section 5.2.2. The only exception to this is as

follows. In CHAPTER 5 the transmission measurements are simulated with every coil in

the array present as shown in Figure 5.2. In this chapter the electric fields were simulated

for each coil without the other coils present, The E'.4 matrices were then calculated from

these simulated electric fields.

6.2.3 MRI Sequence Parameters

In this experiment noise correlations were collected using the receivers of a 3

Tesla Siemens Trio MRI scanner with a center frequency of 123.2'l{tflz and a bandwidth
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of 0.35MH2. MRI images were collected with a gradient echo sequence and all of the

transmission power tumed off. The noise correlations were calculated from the images

using the image domain method of Equation 2.42. The axial slice images obtained had a

field of view o132cm2 and a resolution 1024x7O24 points which was the maximum that

the scanner would allow. The data acquisition time for each phase encode step was

2.86ms which means that the total data acquisition time was 1024x2.86ms=2.93s.

6.2.4 Procedure

The phantom, with the array built around it, was placed into the 3 Tesla MRI

scanner with the phantom situated as shown in Figure 5.1. The phantom was then

scanned, using the parameters listed in section 6.2.3 above, for all three conductivity

profiles. The image domain calculation method was used to obtain the noise conelations

from the scanner image. The phantom was then rotated by 230 clockwise and scanned

again. The two guiding images for the two rotations can be seen in Figure 6.4. The two

images may not appear to be rotated by 230. This is due to the fact that the MRI image

position is relative to the gradients of the MRI and not the position of the coil. This will

not affect this NT experiment.



Figure ó.4: Guiding images for the rotated and unrotated phantom. The rotated phantom wâs

rotated by 230 clockwise.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Comparison of Experimental to Quasi-Static and Corrected

Quasi-static Simulated Results with Permittivity Optimization

The experimental noise correlations and the quasi-statically simulated noise

conelations are plotted for the 0: 1:1 conductivity profile in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Experimental and quasi-static simulâted noise correlations for the 0:1:1 profile. The

deviation between the measured and the simulated data is 0.6270. The coil pâir number is plotted on

the .Ë-axis and the noise correlation is plotted on the)-axis with arbitrary scaling.

The agreement between the simulated and experimental noise conelations is poor.

Reference to Figure 5.1 and Table 3.1 reveals that the agreement between the noise

correlations corresponding to furthest neighbor and next fuÍhest neighbor coil pairs is the

r,vorst. This is consistent with the findings of section 5.3.1. For this ¡eason the speed of

light conected noise correlations were calculated. The value of the permittivity used to

calculate the speed of light cor¡ection in this chapter is the optimal value used in

CHAPTER 5, which is 61.6. The value of the permittivity which optimizes the

agreement bet',veen the experimental and simulated noise correlations was found to agree

with that found in CHAPTER 5 to within 0.5. Figure 6.6 shows the experimental noise

correlations plotted with the speed of light corrected noise correlations.

'ro 15 20 25Ê:l;
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Figure 6.6: Experimental and speed of light correct€d quasi-static simulated noise corÌelations for

the 0:1:l profile using â permittivity of ó1,6, The deviation between the measured and the simulated

data is 0.1807, The coil pair number is plotted on the¡-axis and the noise correlation is plotted on

they-axis with arbitrary scâling.

Comparison of Figure 6.5 with Figure 6.6 shows that the speed of light correction

causes a significant improvement in the simulated noise conelations. The deviation

between the simulated and experimental noise correlations is 0,6270 when the speed of

light effect is not accounted for. It drops by more than a factor of 3, to 0.1807 when the

speed of light is taken into account.

6.3.2 Comparison of Experimental and Full Wave Simulated Results

Figure 6.7 shows the full wave simulated noise conelations plotted with the

experimental noise correlations.
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Figure 6.7: Experimental and full wave simulated noise correlations for the 0:1:1 profile using a

permittivity of61,6. The deviation betrveen the meâsured and the simulated dâtâ is 0,3137. The coil

pair number is plotted on the x-axis and the noise correlation is plotted on they-axis rvith ârbitrary

scâling,

The full wave simulated transmission measurements in CHAPTER 5 suffered

from an inability to account for the speed of light effect. This is discussed in section

5.3.2. Although theie are differences in the experimental and full wave simulated noise

correlations the enor is not noticeably larger for the corfelations corresponding to furthest

neighbor coil pairs than it is for any of the other conelations. This suggests that the

inability of the full wave simulation to account for the speed of light effect in

transmission measurements does not transfer to the calculation of noise correlations.

Despite this fact, the deviation between the full wave simulated and the experimental

noise correlations is 0.3137 which is worse than the deviation between the speed oflight

corected quasi-static simulated noise correlations and the experimental noise conelations

which is 0.1807.



6.3.3 Experimental and Simulated Array Sensitivity

The experimental, speed of light conected quasi-static simulated and full wave

simulated noise correlations are plotted in Figure 6,8, Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 for all

three conductivity profiles used in this experiment.

Figure 6.8: Experimental noise correlations for all three conductivity profiles, The deviation

between the 0:1:1 and the 0:1:5 correlations is 0.0480. The coil pair number is plotted on the r-axis

and the noise correlation is plotted on theJ-axis \vith arbitrary scaling,
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Figure 6,9: Speed of light corrected quâsi.static s¡mulated noise correlations for âll thre€

conductivity plofiles using a permittivity of61.6. The deviation between the 0:l:l and the 0:1:5

correlations is 0,2008. The coil pair number is plotted on the ¡-axis and the noise correlation is

plotted on they-âxis ìyith ârbitråry scaling.
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Figure 6.10: Full rvave simulated noise correlations for âll thr€e conductivity profiles using a

permittivity of61.6. The deviation between the 0:1:1 and the 0:1:5 correlâtions is 0.1408. The coil

pair number is plotted on the ¡-axis and the noise correlâtion is plott€d on they-axis rvith ârbitrary

scal¡ng.

Figure 6.8 shows that the experimental noise correlations change very little with

change in conductivity profile. The deviation between the 0:1:1 and the 0:1:5 noise

coffelations is 0.0480. This is not reflected in either the speed of light co¡rected

simulated noise correlations or the full wave simulated noise correlations as seen in

Figure 6.9 and Figure 6,10. The deviation for quasi-static case is 0.2008 and it is 0.1408

for the full wave câse. The reason why this occurs will not be investigated here. It will

be investigated in CHAPTER 7.

6,3.4 Calculation of Conductivity Profile and Angle of Rotat¡on

Using the speed of light conected quasi-static simulated E¡E; matrices, as seen in

Figure 6.2, the guiding image seen on the left of Figure 6.4 and the A matrix
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reconstruction technique, described in section 2.7.1, conductivity profiles were

reconstructed. This was done using both the multiplicative calibration technique and the

algebraic calibration technique. The speed of light conected E¡E¡ matrices were used for

reconstl'uction because they generated the simulated noise correlations which were

closest to the measured noise conelations as can be seen in Figure 6.6. The ¡esults of

reconstruction can be seen in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Results ofconductivity profile reconstruction using the trvo different calibration methods

Table 6.1 shows that the NT technique is not able to accurately reconstruct

conductivity profiles. This is due to the inability to accurately calculated E¡,Ç matrices.

In order to be able to use this technique the simulated noise correlations, which are

generated using the E.E¡ matrices, must reflect the small changes seen in the experimental

noise correlations with change in conductivity profile as seen in Figure 6.8. So far this

level of accuracy has not been possible. This error will be discussed in CHAPTER 7.

Using the object location technique which was discussed in section 2.8 and used

in section 3.3.7 the angle of rotation of the rotated phantom for the 0:l:5 conductivity
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profile was found to be 2210 . The actual angle of rotation was 230. This shows that the

NT object location algorithm was not successful in this case.

6.4 Conclusions

Chapter Conclusion 1: Accounting for the speed of light effect in the simulation of

the noise correlations greatly improves the agreement between the simulated and

experimental noise correlations. Before the con'ection was done the simulated and

experimental noise comelation had a deviation of 0.6270 where as after the conection

was done the deviation dropped to 0.1807.

Chapter Conclusion 2: The value of the permittivity which optimized the

agreement between the experimental and speed of light corrected simulations was 61.1

which agreed with that found in CHAPTER 5 to within 0.5.

Chapter Conclusion 3: The full wave software was able to account for the speed of

light effect. Despite this fact the speed of light corrected quasi-static simulated noise

correlations were in closer agreement with the experimental noise correlations than the

full wave simulated noise correlations.

Chapter Conclusion 4: It was shown in Figure 6.8 that the noise conelations

change very little with change in conductivity profile. This was not reflected in the speed

of light conected or the full wave simulated noise cor¡elations. The corrected quasi-static

simulation predicted that the sensitivity, as defined by the deviation between the 0:1:1

and the 0:1:5 noise correlations, was 4.2 times higher than the experiment showed. The

full wave simulation predicted that the sensitivity should be 3.9 time higher.

Chapter Conclusion 5: The NT technique was not able to reconstruct conductivity

profiles accurately as seen in Table 6.1. Object location was also not possible in this
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experiment. The phantom was rotated, clockwise, by 230. The object finding algorithm

returned 2210.
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CHAPTER 7 Sources of Error

7.1 Introduction

So far conductivity maps have not been successfully reconstructed and object

location has not been possible using the NT technique. This is due, at least in part, to the

lack of sensitivity of the noise cor¡elations to changes in conductivity profile, as seen in

Figure 6.8. This lack of sensitivity is not reflected in any of the simulations which have

been done. This discrepancy must be investigated to try to understand how the noise

tomography technique maybe used to gain knowledge of a sample's electrical properties

in future expedments. The specific objectives of this chapter are as follows.

Chapter Objective l: To compare quasi-static simulated noise correlations to full

wave simulated noise correlations at low frequency to verify that both simulations ¿ire

working, as they are expected to, at low frequency.

Chapter Objec five 2: To investigate the effects of noise signal reflection at

interfaces within the phantom with different permittivities. The quasi-static simulated

noise cor¡elations, shown in Figure 6.9, predict large changes in noise correlation with

change in conductivity profile. These changes are larger than those seen in the full wave

simulated noise conelations shown in Figure 6.10 and the experimental noise correlations

seen in Figure 6.8. Noise signal reflection will be used to partially explain this

diffe¡ence.

Chapter Objective 3: To investigate the effect of the noise, due to the highly

conductive copper coils near the phantom, on the simulated noise correlations to
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understand the effect that this has on the sensitivity predicted by the simulation, This

effect has not yet been taken into account in the simulation ofnoise cor¡elations.

Chapter Objective 4: To investigate the effor due to the permittivity and

conductivity dependence ofthe electric fields which are used to simulate the Ej4

matrices.

Be aware that, in this chapter, the array and all conductivity profiles refer¡ed to

are those of CHAPTER 6 unless otherwise stated.

7.2 Error in the Quasi-Static and Full Wave Simulations

So fa¡ in this thesis all plots of simulated noise correlations have been compared to

experimental noise correlations taken at 64MHz or 723.2M112. The speed of light

conection can not bs ignored when working at these frequencies. This means that there

has been no verification that the purely quasi-static and the full wave simulations are

working as they are supposed to for situations where the speed oflight effect is

negligible. Figure 7.1 shows a plot ofnoise correlations using the array and 0:1:1

conductivity profile from CHAPTER 6. One set of data is simulated purely quasi-

statically and the other set of data is from a full wave simulation. In the full wave

simulation the permittivity was set to I and the frequency was set to 16MlIz, which is

much smaller than the frequency of 123.21vfr12 used in CIIAPTER 6. These parameters

will allow the full wave simulation to roughly simulate a quasi-static simulation. The

two data sets are plotted in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7,1: Full rvave and quasi-static simulafed noise correlations for the arrây ând 0:1:1 profile

used in CHAPTER 6. The full wave simulation is done using a permittivity of 1 and a frequency of

16MHz, The coil pair number is plotted on the.Ë-axis ând lhe noise correlation is plotted on they-

axis rvith arbitrary scaling,

Figure 7.1 shows that the agreement between the quasi-static simulated noise

coffelations and the full wave simulated noise correlations, using nearly quasi-static

parameters, is close. This suggests that either both of the simulations work correctly or

they both work inconectly in the same way. It will be assumed that both simulations

contain no major errors when they are used to calculate the E¡E; matrices at low

frequency.

7.3 Error Due to Signal ReÍlection

Figure 6,9 shows that the speed of light corrected quasi-static simulation predicts a

large change in noise correlations 1, 7, 8, 13 and 28 with change in conductivity profile.

These large changes are not represented by the full wave simulation as can be seen in
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Figure 6.10. This can be explained by reflection ofnoise signal at interfaces in the

phantom where the permittivity changes. In specific, the changeable tube, which this

thesis assumes has a permittivity of 61.6, is surrounded by a ring of polycarbonate and air

which has a permittivity of nearly l. This air ring is surrounded by the rest of the

phantom which also has a permittivity of 61.6. This interface will reflect noise signal

from the changeable tube back into the tube. The quasi-static simulation does not

account for this. There is no \¡vay to accurately show the effects ofthis without actually

doing a full wave simulation. As an approximation assume that all electromagnetic

signal behaves as electromagnetic radiation. With this approximation the reflection

coefficient at the interface can be calculated as shown in Equation 7.1.

* =lg"l' =( EÆl' =lÆ.41' =o,nno" Ir, ) l^[1.^[lJ [Jor^o+Jr ) """"

Equation 7.1

This means that 599Vo of the energy from the signal in the changeable

conductivity section is reflected at that boundary and is not sensed by the coils. By

taking the square root of R one can see that the electric field drop, and therefore the signal

drop, due to that boundary is 77.47o. This can be accounted for in the quasi-static

calculation of the noise conelations by multiplying the known conductivity maps by

O.226 within the boundary. Figlure7.2 shows the results of this calculation.
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-+- 0:'l:0
-+- 0:l:l
--t' 0: I :5

t0 t5 20 25

Figure 7.2: Speed of light corrected quasi.static simulâted nois€ correlations for all three

conductivity profiles using a permittivity of 61.6. This plot also assumes that signal is being reflected

at boundaries rvifh a reflection coefficient of0.5990. The deviation between the 0:1:1 and the 0:1:5

' correlations is 0.0587. The coil pair number is plotted on the J-âxis ând the noise cotrelâtion is

plotted on they-âxis with arbitrary scaling.

The sensitivity displayed in Figure 7.2 is more similar to that of the experimental

data than when reflection is not accounted for in the quasi-static simulation. This can be

seen by comparing Figure 7.2 to Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9.

Of course the assumption was made that all signal behaves as electromagnetic

waves. This means that the above method for simulating noise correlations is not entirely

valid but it does confirm that reflection plays a role in the insensitivity seen in the

experimental data which is not reflected by the quasi-static simulation.
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7.4 Error Due to Non-Sample Related /Voíse

Even though signal reflection may account for some of the insensitivity of the noise

cor¡elations to changes in conductivity profile, there must be other factors which

contribute to this. Comparing Figure 6.8 to Figure 6.10 shows that the full wave

simulation, which accounts for reflection, shows more change in the noise correlations

with change in conductivity profile than the experimental data.

Another factor which contributes to the insensitivity of the noise correlations is the

large amount of noise which comes from the highly conductive copper coils which are

placed near the phantom. To illustrate this point break up Equation 2.36 as shown in

Equation 7.2.

P

<vt|)v j(t)>=4kr\f}

Equation 7.2

Equation 7.2 assumes that there are p regions in the phantom, each with constant

conductivity, which has been the case with all experiments done so far in this thesis.

Each region has a volume given by V¡.

The factor in the first set of brackets represents the noise which comes from any

region of the phantom and any other conductive object near the array. The factor in the

second set of curly brackets, which is the set of E¡E; matrices averaged over the volume

of each region, represents each coil pair's sensitivity to the noise from the first factor.

Factor one shows that the noise signal emitted from any given object is proportional to its

conductivity and its volume. So far the only regions which have been considered in

ør*r"- f{f I E,?). E JØdî}
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Equation 7 .2 a¡e the three regions of the phantom, The regions where the highly

conductive copper coils lie have been ignored.

As an example, consider collecting noise signal with coil 2 and coil 8, as seen in

Figure 5.1, to find the noise conelation which corresponds to that coil pair. So far it has

been assumed that the noise received by these two coils is due entirely to the phantom.

Noise due to the conductivity of coils I,3, 4, 5,6 and 7 has not yet been accounted for.

To show what affect this extra noise will have on the noise correlations the value of

the noise factors in Equation '7.2 arc calculated in Equation 7.3 for one leg of a coil and

the entire phantom. These calculations assume that the conductivity of copper is

5.8x107S/m [10] and the conductivity ofthe salt water in the phantom is 0.82S/m [i0].

lo r,rr",V r"uu", I = o ((widttt) x(len gttz) x(thickne s s)) =

(5.8x101 S I n) x(0.009nùx(0.23m);(0.0001¿Ð = 12Snt2

{o ,*,.,V ,^,,,} = o(n(radius)z x(length)) =
(0.825 I n)xnx(0.7m)2 x(0.28n) = O.0072Stttz

Equation 7.3

Equation 7.3 shows that the noise facto¡ from the copper is three orders of

magnitude greater than that of the entire phantom. This shows that the coil conductivity

can not be ignored in the simulations.

In order to obtain a clearer picture of the effect that the noise f¡om the coils would

have on the noise correlations, one ofthe pixels ofthe three known conductivity maps,

used in the experiment in CHAPTER 6, was multiplied by 1000 at each location that a leg

of a coil would appear. This new conductivity map was then used, along with the speed

of light corrected EEj matrices, to simulate the noise coffelations for the three
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conductivity profiles, 0:1:0, 0:1:1 and0:1:5. Figure 7.3, shows the results of this

simulation using the 0:1:1 profile and the experimental results obtained in CIIApTER ó.

Figure 7.3r Experimental and speed oflight corrected quasi-stâtic simulated noise correlations for

the 0:l:l profile us¡ng a permittivity of61,6. This plot also accounts for the noise due to the

conductors around the phantom. The deyiation bettveen the meâsured and simulated noise

correlations is 0.2037, The coil pair number is plotted on the ¡-axis and the noise correlation is

plotted on theJ-axis with arbitrary scâling.

A comparison of Figure 7.3 with Figure 6.6 shows that the addition ofthe

conductors into the simulation does not change the agreement ofthe experimental and

simulated noise conelations by a large amount. When the conductors are added into the

simulation the deviation between the simulated and experimental noise correlations is

0.2037 where as the deviation is 0.1807 when the conductors are not added into the

simulation. It can be said that the agreement between the measured and simulated noise

conelations is roughly the same whether or not the coil conductivity is taken into

account.
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The simulated noise correlations, which account for the conductors, for all three

conductivity profiles can be seen in Figure7.4.

-4- 0:1:0
-€- 0:'l:1

Figure 7.4: Speed of light corr€cted quasi-static simulated noise correlations for all 3 profiles using a

permittivity of 61,6. This plot also accounts for the noise due to the conductors around the phantom.

The deviâtion bet\y€en the 0:1:1 and the 0:1:5 correlations is 0.0406. The coil pair number is plotted

on the.r-axis and the noise correlation is plotted on they-axis with arbitrary scaling,

A comparison of Figure 7.4 with Figure 6.8 shows that the sensitivity ofthe noise

corIelations to changes in conductivity profile is better reflected when the conductivity is

taken into account than when it not accounted for as seen in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10.

It would be desirable to have the effect of the extra noise which comes from ;he

conductors accounted for in the same manor as the speed of light effect. The speed of

light effect was accounted for by multiplying the E.Ç matrices by a correction factor

which can be seen in Equation 2.3'7. These coffected EiEj matrices could then be used to

calculate conductivity profiles. Unfortunately there is no way to coÍect for the effect of
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the coil conductivity by conecting the E¡.4 matrices. The correction must be done on the

predetermined conductivity map.

It is unfortunate that the great insensitivity to changes in conductivity profile is

largely due to the high conductivity of the conductors relative to that of the phantom.

This suggests thât there are only two ways to see more sensitivity in a noise tomography

experiment. One way would be to use receive coils which are not conductive. This can

not be done since non-conductive coils would not transmit signal. The other way would

be to use noise tomography to detect changes in conductivity profile for samples which

are on the order of 1000 times more conductive than the phantom which has been used so

far.

7.5 Error Due to Conductivity and Permittivity Dependence of

Electric Fields at High Frequency

At high frequency the value ofthe electric field at any point in the sample is a

function of the electric parameters of the sample. This means that Equation 2.54 must be

rewritten as shown in Equation 7.4.

<v,(t)v ,(t) >=

4kr^f I o Ø{8, e, e (r ), o (1 )) . e, {r, e {Ð, o {Ò) cos((2d J e t cltlr - I ¡ - lr - r,lllþc

Equation 7.4

This implies that in order to calculate the EiEj matrices needed to reconstruct a

conductivity map of a phantom the electric parameters of the phantom, including the

conductivity, must be known in advance. This has not been a significant source of error

in this thesis since the electronic parameters were known in advance and used to simulate
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the E¡E¡ matrices. This does show, however, that if this technique is to be used to

calculate conductivity maps of unknown samples there will be a certain deglee of error

which is inevitable to the experiment especially at higher frequencies.

7.6 Conclusions

Chapter Conclusion 1: The quasi-statically simulated noise cor¡elations and the

full wave simulated noise correlations, at 16MHz, were plotted together, in Figure 7.1 for

the 0: 1:1 conductivity profile and no large differences were seen between the two. This

implies that no large emor occurs in either simulation at low frequency.

Chapter Conclusion 2: Figure 7,2 shows that when signal reflection is accounted

for in the quasi-static simulation the sensitivity of the noise correlations becomes closer

to that seen in the experimental and the full wave simulated results which can be seen in

Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.10.

Chapter Conclusion 3: It was shown that the noise which comes from the copper in

the array was three orders of magnitude higher than the noise due to the phantom itself.

The inclusion of the highly conductive copper into the simulated noise correlations, as

seen in Figure 7.4, washes out the sensitivity which was once predicted by the simulation

in a way which resembles the sensitivity displayed in Figure 6.8.

Chapter Objective 4: Itwas shown that previous knowledge of asample's

electrical properties must be known in order to reconstruct conductivity maps of the

sample using the NT technique. This is especially true at high frequency. This places

unavoidable error into the reconstruction of conductivity maps of samples where the

conductivity map is not already known.
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CHAPTER I Non-Simulation Based Noise Tomography

8.1 lntroduction and Objectives

In CFIAPTER 7 it was shown that one of the reasons that the noise correlations, so

far, have not shown much sensitivity to change in conductivity profile is because the

noise due to the phantom is being washed out by the noise due to the highly conductive

copper coils which surround the phantom. This does not mean that there is no change in

the noise correlations with change in the conductivity of the phantom. In the first of the

two experiments described in this chapter, noise correlations were measured for many

different conductivity profiles in order to experimentally investigate the reìation of

conductivity profile to noise correlation. With this relation the conductivities of two test

conductivity profiles were calculated. In the second of the two experiments noise

comelations were measured 125 times for the same conductivity profile in order to

investigate the statistical properties of the data. The specific objectives of this chapter are

as follows.

Chapter Objective 1: Equation 2.55 shows that if the noise correlations are taken of

a phantom with some number of objects, each with a constant conductivity, the

correlations will be linearly proportional to the conductivity of each object. This will be

investigated by fitting straight lines to plots of noise correlations as a function of

conductivity profile. These fitted lines will then be used to reconstruct two test

conductivity profiles.

Chapter Objective 2: To fit tenth degree polynomials to plots of the noise

correlations as functions of conductivity and use these fits to reconstruct two test
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conductivity profiles. Almost any function can be expanded, using a Taylor expansion,

as a high degree polynomial. This objective will treat the relation between noise

conelation and conductivity as entirely phenomenological.

Chapter Objective 3: The linear fitting method which will be investigated is nor

entirely phenomenological, unlike the polynomial method. The two fitted curves from

both methods will be compared to investigate the validity ofthe assumption that noise

correlations should be linearly proportional to conductivity.

Chapter Objective 4: A second experiment, similar to the first one, was performed

at a later date. The coil was altered slightly for this experiment. This experiment will

investigate the importance of maintaining the coil in the exact same state from

experiment to experiment to obtain repeatable results.

Chapter Objective 5: To investigate the importance of averaging and the

distribution of the noise correlations when measured many times.

It should be noted that in this chapter the concentration ofthe saline in the phantom

and changeable tube, which is linearly proportional to the conductivity, will be discussed

instead of the conductivity.

8.2 Methods and Procedure

8.2.1 Phantom and Conductivity Profiles

The phantom used in both the first and second experiment was the same phantom

which has been used for all previous experiments and can be seen, ',vith the array, in

Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. In both of the experiments the main body of the phantom and

the smaller tubes were filled with saline with a concentration of 5gll of NaCl. In the first
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experiment two identical, large, changeable tubes were used and their saline

concentrations were changed in the following way. Tube one was initially filled with a

concentration of og/L of NaCl in distilled water. Tube two was filled with 2gll. of NaCl

in water. The phantom was then scanned with each tube inserted. The tubes were

removed and some of the liquid in each was removed. Salt water of concentration

100g/L was then placed in each tube. The amount of water replaced and then refilled was

just the right amount to raise the concentration of each tube by 4gil. This was rcpeated

enough times so that the concentration eventually reached 40gll-. In this way the noise

corelations were measured for the situation where the tubes' salt water concentration

increased from }gtL to 40gtl,1n increments of 2glL. 'lhe amount of 100gll salt water

added for each increment can be seen in Table 8.1.
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Tâble 8.1: The amount of 100g/L saline added to t\yo tubes to raise their conc€ntrations from 0g/L to

40gll- in 2gll, increments

TubÈ 1 efior in added volunte : 0.5 mL

Concentration (gll) Volume Added (nìL)

0 17.7

4 18.4

8 19.?

12 20.1

16 21.ù

20 2^1
24 n.3
28 24.6

t¿ ¿b.u

36 27.6

40

TubÈ 2

Concentration (g/L)

2

6

10

14

lô

2.
Á)

30

34

tube vdume = 442 nrL

Volume Added (mL)

180
to o
'19.6

24.6

21.6

23.9

25.3

¿\1 õ

The syringe used to add and subtract water from the tubes was only accurate to

0.5mL. This caused an increasing error in the concentration in the tubes which can be

seen in Table 8.2,

Table 8.2: Cumulâtive error in the concentrations ofthe tube due to error in the syringe used to fill

the tubes

Concentralion
(gL)
0.0
z0
4.0
6.0
8.û

10.0
12.4
14.0
16.0
18.0
20.0

Concentration Enor
{dL) (s/L)
22.0 0_5

24.0 0-5
26.0 0.5
28.0 0-6
30.0 0.6
32.0 0.6
34.0 0.6
36.0 0-7
38.0 0.7
40.0 0.7

Error
(gL)

0_1

0.1

D.2

o.2
0.3
0.3
0.4
o.4
0.5

In the second experiment the changeable tube was filled with saline of

concentration 27 gll-. This was the only concentration used in this experiment.
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8.2.2 The Array of Coils

The array of coils used in both of the experiments was the same array used in all

ofthe experiments so far (with the exception ofthe experiment discussed in CHAPTER

3) and can be seen in Figure 4.9. The numbering of the coils is also the same as previous

chapters and can be seen in Figure 5.1.

8.2.3 Sequence Parameters

The sequence parameters used in these experiments are the same parameters

discussed in section 6.2.3.

8.2.4 Procedure for Experiment 1

The phantom was scanned with the tube inserted with all ofthe different

concentrations shown in Table 8.2. For each concentration the scan was repeated 5 times

for averaging. It was noticed, after scanning the phantom with the l2gll, fibe inserted,

that one of the preamps was not attached correctly. For this reason only data from the

14gtL to 40gtL tube insertions was used in analysis. The scanner data collected was used

to calculate the noise correlations for each coil pair for all 14 tube concentrations using

the image domain method which is discussed in section 2.3.4. The 14setsof noise

correlations collected, which are discussed above, will be referred to as calibration data.

In addition to the calibration data which was collected lwo sets of test data were

collected. One set was collected with the 20gll tube inserted and the other was collected

with the 34gll tube inserted. Five trials were also done for each test data set for

averaging purposes,
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Linear and tenth degree polynomial curves were fit to each plot ofnoise

correlation as a function of the concentration for the calibtation set of data. The curves

were plotted on top of the data points and will be shown in Figure 8.I and Figure 8.2 in

section 8.3. The points used to plot these curves are separated by 0.01g/L. These points

were used to calculate the concentration of the test data sets in the following way. For

every point, on either the linear or polynomial fitted plot, the deviation ofthe measured

test noise conelations and the correlations predicted by the curve fitting was calculated

using Equation 8.1.

I
deviation=Z

¡=I

(Ni;" - N"^")'

Equation 8.1

In Equation 8.1 N¡t"r represents the noise correlations from either of the two test cases

and N ¡""*" represents the noise correlations predicted by either the linear or polynomial

fitted curves at any one of the points on the curve which are separated by 0.0lg/L. Once

the deviation had been calculated for all points along the curve the point on the curve

which corresponded to the minimum deviation was declared to be the reconstructed

conductivity of the tube. This was done for both the polynomial and the linear curve

fitting and for both of the test cases.

Because the noise correlations from some of the coil pairs are more sensitive to

changes in concentration than others the reconstruction was redone using the linea¡ curve

fitting and a weighted deviation calculation. The same technique was used for the

reconstruction as mentioned above except for the deviation was calculated using Equation

8.2.

8I
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8

deviation=Z
¡=l

s ,j (N';" - N;'*" )2

Equation 8,2

In Equation 8.2 S¿ represent the slope of each linear plot of the noise correlation as a

function of concentration for each noise correlation. The slopes were used as weighting

coefficients because each slope represents a coil's sensitivity to changes in noise

correlations.

8.2.5 Procedure for Experiment 2

As mentioned in section 8.2.1 this experiment was done with only one conductivity

profile. The main body of the phantom was filled with saline with a concentration of

5gll- and the changeable tubo was filled with saline with a concentration of 27 gll. This

phantom was scanned 125 times to obtain 125 sets ofnoise correlations. Between the

time that this experiment and the first experiment was done the coil was altered slightly.

A new cable was put on.

In order to investigate the effect that the new cable had on the noise conelation

measurements the 125 trials were averaged and compared to the noise conelations

collected in the first experiment.

If the noise data is random, as it is expected to be, the probability density of

measuring a noise conelation to be a certain value will be Gaussian. The 125 trials were

used to investigate this. The data was binned into 15 evenly spaced bins and this was

then used to plot histograms of how many measurements were in each bin. The

histograms were then compared to Gaussian curves which were computed using the mean

and standard deviation of the 125 trials for each noise cor¡elation.

8I
j=l
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In order to investigate the error in the first experiment due to random error in the

noise signal the following was done. The 125 trials were grouped into 25 groups of 5.

All 25 groups were averaged. What was left was 25 groups of averaged noise

correlations which had been averaged using 5 trials, which was the case in the first

experiment. The standard deviation of these 25 trials was calculated for every coil pair.

This was then compared to the change in noise correlation predicted to occur for a change

in the concentration of I g/L, using the linear fitting. This was done to give some insight

as to the upper limit of the resolution of this technique due to random error in the noise

calculation.

8.3 Results and Discussion

8.3.1 The Quasi-Phenomenological Approach - Linear Fitting

The results of fitting straight lines to the measured noise conelations as a function

of the concentration of NaCl in the changeable tube are plotted in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Experimental and Linearly fitted noise correlations as a function of the concentration of

saline in the chângeable tube, The concentration is plott€d on thex-axes and the noise correlation is

plotted on theJ-axes. The €quâtions of the lines are plotted under the grâphs. N stands for noise

correlation and c stands for concenttâtion.

It would appear from Figure 8.1 that the noise correlations from some of the coil

pairs follow a straight line very well while others don not follow at all. Closer inspection

reveals that the noise coûelations which do not seem to follow the linear trend also have

a lower slope than the ones which do. The ¡eason for this is as follows. It only seems as

though the noise conelations with lower slopes do not follow the trend due to the scaling

of the graphs. The plots were scaled in such a way that the span of the y-axis was just
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barely big enough to fit all of the data. On the graphs with low slope the span of the y-

axis would be small which would tend to make a small deviation from the fitted line look

large.

'When 
this fitted data was used to calculate the concentration in the tube fo¡ the

two test data sets 21.13gll. was calculated for the test data set where the 20gll- tube was

inserted and 34.72gllwas calculated for the test data set where the 34gll- tube was

inserted. When the reconstruction was weighted with the slopes of the noise correlation

versus conductivity curves, as discussed in section 8.2.4, 20.88g/L was calculated for the

test data set where the 20gll tube was inserted and 34.54gl| was calculated for the test

data set where the34gI,rvbe was inserted. These results are close to being within the

error given in Table 8.2. The agreement of the results will be discussed further once the

analysis ofthe random er¡or in the noise correlations is investigated in section 8.3.5.

8.3.2 The Phenomenological Approach - Polynomial Fítting

The results of fitting tenth degree polynomial curves to the measured noise

correlations as a function of the concentration of NaCl in the changeable tube are plotted

in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Experimentâl ând Polynomiâl fitted noise correlations as a function ofthe concentration

ofsaline in the changeable tube. The concentrâtion is plotted on the r-axes and the noise correlâtion

is plotted on the)-axes.

Using these curves to calculate the concentration in the tube for the two test data

sefs 20.22911- was calculated for the test data set where the 20gll tube was inserted and

33.7 5glI- was calculated for the test data set where the 34gll- tube was inserted. These

two results are within the range of error given in Table 8.2.
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8.3.3 Comparison of the Quasi-Phenomenological and the

Phenomenological Approaches

The coefficients used to create the tenth degree polynomials which were fitted to

the calibration data are shown in Table 8.3.

Table 8,3: CoelÏicients ofthe tenth degree polynomials used to fit the noise correlations as a function

of tube concentration for all 28 independent noise correlations,

Table 8.3 shows that the Oth and l't terms are the largest terms in magnitude. This

shows that the polynomials which were fit to the calibration data points are close to being

straight lines. This is the expected result as predicted by Equation 2.55.
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8.3,4 Experiment Repeatability

Experiment 1 and experiment 2 were done with the same anay with the exception

that the cable which attaches the coils to the receivers was changed. Figure 8.3 shows the

results of the noise correlations measured in both experiments.

l0 15 20

-+- 14gll
-ç- 40glL
--1- 27gtL

Figure 8.3: Experimental noise correlations plotted for the first experiment (14gll, and 40gll

calibration points) and the second exp eriment (27ElL). The coil pair number is plotted on the.r-axis

ând the noise correlation is plotted on they-axis with arbitrary scaling.

With the assumption that any given noise cor¡elation should be a linear function

of the concentration in the changeable tube, it can be said that every noise correlation

from experiment 2, which are measured for a tube condu ctivity of 27 gll-, should lie

between the noise conelations frorn experiment 1, measured for the cases where the tube

concentrations were I4glI- and 40glI-. Figure 8.3 shows that this is obviously not the

case, Changing the cable changed the noise correlations in a more drastic way than

almost tripling the changeable tube's concentration. This shows that the state of the array
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must be accounted for f¡om experiment to experiment. Recalibrating the array for each

experiment may be necessary.

8.3.5 Statistical Distribution of the Data and Averaging

The 125 trials collected in the second experiment were used to plot histograms for

each noise correlation. The height of each bar in a given histogram represents the

number of measurements made at a certain value, specified by the x-coordinate of the bar,

\ ithin a range which is specified by the width of the bar. This means thar each histogram

roughly represents the probability density of measuring a given value for a noise

correlation. The point of plotting the histograms is not to find the mean and standard

deviation of the noise correlation measurements, this will be done later on in this section.

These histograms are to be used to investigate the statistical distribution of the

meâsurements. The histograms are plotted in Figure 8.4 with Gaussian curves plotted on

top for every noise cor¡elation.
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Figure 8,4: Histograms ofthe 125 measured noise corÌelations rvith Gaussian curves.

Figure 8.4 shows that the measured data can roughly be described by a Gaussian

distribution which is expected if the error in the noise correlation measurements is truly

random. For the purpose of statistical analysis the function which describes the

probability density ofnoise conelation measu¡ements will be assumed to be Gaussian for

the rest of this chapter.

With the probability distribution established the statistical analysis of the error in

experiment one can be done. As mentioned in section 8.2.5, the 125 sets of noise

correlations, from experiment two, were split into 25 groups of 5 trials. For all 25 groups
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the 5 trials were averaged. Sets of 5 trials were averaged to be consistent with

experiment one. These 25 sets of averaged noise correlations were then used to calculate

the average and standard deviation of the noise correlations. These values can be seen in

Table 8.4.

Table 8.4: Average and standard deviation of25 averâg€d sets ofnoise correlâtions from the second

experiment, Each set was av€râged using 5 trials,

Averoged Noise Correlolions
2.8429 0.5087 -0,98382 -0.2527t 0 113! -0,s551 0.03744:

0.50879 3.649! 0.4693i -0.9220¿ 0.3896ì 0.2335 [ -0 3581 -0 9101t
-0.98382 0.46S37 3.3571 0.2300: -1.1281 -0.3771 0.2286t -0 200¡
-0.25278 -0.92204 0.23003 3.634: 0.44201 -0.88254 -0.0977 0,04683[

11 -0 44201 3 ¿1874 0.43354 -0.76964 -0.1740¡
-0.25751 0.2335É -0.3771 -0.88251 0 43: 3_835t 0.25201 1.074t

.0-955 -u. JÐo¿ I 0.22855 -0.097i -0.76964 02 ,454t 0.5486r
0.03744: -0.91016 -0-20052 0.04683t -0.17405 1.074 0.5488¡

S'lqndord Deviqtion
0.0031 0.00165 0.00139 0.0011 0 0008r 0.001201 0,001rjj 0.0010t
0.0û164 0,0025c 0.00145 0.0014: 0.00109 0.00134 0 _0010t 0.0012,
0.0013t 0.00145 0.00197 0.0012[ 0.00168 0.00143 0.00126 0.0 01 'l

0 001 0 0014 0 001 0 tù231 Ù 00114 0.00127 0.00108 0.0008:
0.0 008 [ 0.r01û9 0 0016€ û 0û114 0.00110 0.00127 0.00105
0_0012( 0.00134 0.0014: 0.00127 0.0011t 0,00109 0.00138
0.00167 0.00108 0.0012c 0.00108 0.00127 0-û010! 0 002 0 001'19

0.0010! 0.00127 0-0011t 0.00083 0.00105 0,00138 0.0011r 0.0021

Using the linear fit from experiment one, the difference in the mean of each noise

conelation which would be expected for a difference of lglL in the saline of the

changeable tube was calculated and can be seen in Table 8.5.
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Table 8.5: Difference in lhe noise correlations from the first experiment as predicted by the lineâr

fit' The difference in the noise correlâtions would be the difference seen by râising the conc€ntration

of the changeable tube by 1gll-,

I 4gll Noise Correllq'tions - I 5 S/L Noise Correlotions
os Predic'lëd by Lineor Fil

0.01868 0.0066: -0.0098: -0.00321 0.00û9u -0,00300 -0.00973 -0_0û 18[
0.00221 0-0015i 0.00037 -0.00546 -0.00447

-0 00s8: 0 0038: 0 00841 -0-00064 û.00024 -0.00005 -0.001s2
-0.00321 0.00221 0.00227 0-00293 -0.0000t -0.0011: -0.00095 0,0û048
0.00094 0.û0157 -0.00064 .0.00006 .0.0016t -0.0006t -0.00041

-0.00300 0.00037 0.00024 -0.0011 -0.0004t û_005( 0.00064
-û 0097: -û.00546 -0.0000! -0.00095 -0 0006f 0_0002s 0 0071 00

-0 00447 -0.0019i 0.00048 -0.00041 0 0.0 08 81 0_0û34€

If the difference in a noise conelation predicted for a l gll concentration change,

as seen in Table 8.5, is divided by the standa¡d deviation of that noise conelation, as seen

in Table 8.4, the number of standard deviations that a noise correlation would have to

deviate from the mean to reach the mean of the noise correlation corresponding to a I g/L

change in concentration of the tube would be obtained. This number will be referred to

as t. Since the random error ofthe data is assumed to obey Gaussian statistics the value

of t can be used to calculate the probability that a measurement of a noise correlation

could be as high or as low as the mean noise correlation which would be measured when

the tube has 1glI- more or less NaCl. This can be done using a normal error integral chart

as seen in [12]. These results can be seen in Table 8.6.
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Tâble 8.6: Probâbility that a noise cotrelation measurement will overlâp with the mean ofa

correlation measurement mâde for a tube concentrâtion tvhich is 1gll- higher or lower

0E-09 1.5E-12 6.4E-03 2.7E-01 1.3E-02 5_38-09 8.9E-02
1E-05 1.6E-01 8.1E-03 1.28-01 1.5E-0 7.8E-01 4.28-07 4.4E-04

1.5E-12 8.1E 03 1.9E-05 7.0|-.-02 7.0E 8.7E-01 9.7E-01 1 0E-01

6.48-03 1.2E-01 7.08-02 2,0E-0 9.6E 3.7E-01 3 8E-01 5.6E-01
2.78-01 1 5E-01 7.0E-01 9.6E-0 4.58-0 6.6E-01 6 1E-01 7.0E-01
1.3E-02 7 8E-01 8.78-01 3,7E-ù 6.6E-û 4 8E-02 7.98 01 6 4E-01
5.3E-09 4_28-07 9.7E-01 3,8E-0 6.1E-0 7.SE-01 4 4E-03 1.1E-13
8.9E-02 4.48-04 1.0E-01 5.6E-0 7.0E-0 6.4E-01 1.'tE-13 1.18-01

Table 8.6 is a chart which shows the probability that a given noise correlation

measurement (averaged with 5 trials) will be confused for that of a noise co¡relation

measurement made with a 1gll- difference in the changeable tube. The values range from

97Eo fo almost ÙVo which makes Table 8.6 difficuìt to use for the purposes of finding the

degree of error which is caused in the concentration reconstruction due to ¡andom

measurement error.

An average of these probabilities could be taken to give a better idea ofthe degree

of emor. Section 8.3.1 showed that some ofthe noise correlations were more sensitive

than others to change in concentration which gave reason for a weighted minimum least

squares reconstruction procedurc using the slopes of the noise correlation versus

concentration plots as weighting coefficients. The same weighted average of the

probabilities seen in Table 8.6 was done. This gave a weighted average of 0.07. This

shows that the probability of measuring noise cor¡elations which gave an error of l gll in

the concentration calculation is unlikely. If this happened it would not be tikely to be due

to random measurement error.

The above calculation was done to give a measure ofthe ìikelihood that random

measurement error could cause a concentration calculation to be off by as much as |gfi,.
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This calculation was redone to obtain the same measure ofthe likelihood that the

calculation could be off by as much as 0.3gll-. The weighted average probability

calculated was 0.30. This means that there is on the order of a70Vo chance thatthe

measurement will be within 0.3gll. For this reason the error in the calculated

concentrations due to random measurement error will be said to be in the area of 0.3gll-.

This value is specific to the data acquisition parameters mentioned in 8.2.3 and the fact

that five trials were used for averaging.

To find the enor that would come from using only one average instead of five the

concept of the standard deviation of the mean can be used. It is well known that if the

distribution of some variable is Gaussian then the enor in the calculation of the mean of

that variable is proportional to the standard deviation of the data distribution and

inversely proportional to the square root of the number trials [12]. Using this concept,

and assuming that the error acquired when using five trials is 0.3gll-, the error which

would be seen when using one trial would be given by i{S¡0.:g/L = O.7gtL. In general, if

n trials are used, (0.1glL)t({n) would be the error in the measurement.

8.4 Conclusions

Chapter Conclusion 1: The straight lines which were fitted to the calibration points

were used to calculate the concentrations of t',vo test cases. This was done using a

weighted and an unweighted minimum least squares technique. The results were close to

the expected results and can be seen in Table 8.7. This confirms that noise correlations

are roughly linearly proportional to changes in concentration, even at the 123.21'fr1z.
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Chapter Conclusion 2: The results of using a polynomial fitted calibration to

calculate the concentration ofthe changeable tube for the two test cases can be seen in

Table 8.7.

Chapter Conclusion 3: The coefficients ofthe tenth degree polynomials, which

were used to fit the calibration data, were investigated. It was found that the l't and Oth

coefficients ofthe polynomials were the largest which shows the predominantly linear

behavior of the noise correlations and a function of concentration.

Chapter Conclusion 4: It was found that altering the affay slightly câuses a large

change in the noise correlations that it will measure. Figure 8.3 shows that a change in

the cable changes the noise correlations significantly more than tripling the concentration

in the changeable tube. For this reason, the coil must be treated carefully and

consideration must be made to recalibrating the array for every experiment.

Chapter Conclusion 5: It was found that the random measurement error could be

described by Gaussian statistics. Using Gaussian statistics the eror in the calculated tube

concentration was found to be on the order of 0.3glT-. This error is specific to the using

the data acquisition parameters used in tbis experiment ie., images of 1024x1024 points

and five averages. It was also shown that if n trials are used then the erro¡ will be

(0.7etDt^ln.

Table 8.7: Results ofchangeable tube concentration calculation using three ditïerent methods

Concentratíon Calculation Results Curve Fittino and Calculation Method

rst Concentralion lolll Linear Unweiqhted Linear Weiohted Polvnomial
200+t-05 21.1 +/- 0.3 20.9 +l- 0.3 20.2 +l- 0 3
34 0+/- 06 34.7 +l- 0.3 34.5 +¿ 0-3 33.8 +/- û.3
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CHAPTER 9 General Discussion and Conclusions

9.1 Conclusions

9.1.1 Simulation Based Noise Tomography Conclusions

Thesis Conclusion l: Using the quasi-static, the speed of light corrected quasi-

static and the full wave simulations, the noise correlations were calculated and compared

to the experimentally measured noise correlations for the experiment done on the 3T

scanner, discussed in CFIAPIER 6. With the exception of the full wave simulation this

was also done for the experiment done on the 1.5T scanner, discussed in CIIAPTER 3.

In CHAPTER 3 it was shown that the speed of light conected noise correlations agreed

with the experimental noise co¡relations better than the purely quasi-statically simulated

noise correlations but the difference was small. For the 0:1:l profile the deviation

between the experimental and quasi-statically simulated noise correlations was 0.2427

whereas the deviation was 0.2356 when the speed of light conection was made. This

shows that, although the speed of light conection does improve the results for a 64MtIz

experiment, the improvement is small.

For the experiment done on the 3T scanner, at 723.Zlv[llz, the speed of light

coffection made a significant improvement in the agreement of the measured and

simulated noise cor¡elations. When the speed of light conection was not accounted for

the deviation between the measured and simulated noise correlations was 0.6270 whereas

it was 0.1807 when the correction was done. This large difference shows the importance

of accounting for the speed of light effect ar. 723.2IvIIIz.
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When the full wave simulation was used to calculate the noise correlations it

made no improvement in the agreement of the simulated and measured noise correlations.

The deviation between the experimental and full wave simulated noise correlations was

0.3137 which is actually worse than that of the speed of light coffected quasi-static

simulation which is 0.1807.

It can be concluded that, at 1.5T the speed of light correction made little

improvement in the agreement of the simulated and experimental noise conelations

whereas the improvement seen at 3T was quite large. It can also be concluded that the

full wave simulation made no improvement in the agreement.

Thesis Conclusion 2: A comparison of the experimental sensitivity of the noise

correlations to change in conductivity, seen in Figure 3.9, to the error in the simulation,

seen in the top plot of Figure 3.6, shows that change in noise correlation with the change

in the conductivity used in the experiment at 1.5T is much smaller than the error in the

simulation. The same can be said for the experiment done at 3T. This can be seen by

comparing Figure 6.8 to Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7.

It can also be concluded here that the insensitivity in the noise conelations was

not reflected by any of the simulations. This can be seen by comparing Figure 6.8 to

Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10. Also, even though the full wave simulation did not improve

the agreement between experimental and simulated noise correlations, it reflected the

lack of sensitivity of the noise conelations better than the speed of light conected quasi-

static simulated noise correlations. This can be seen by comparing Figure 6.9 to Figure

6.10.
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Thesis Conclusion 3: The noise correlations were shown to be very insensitive to

changes in conductivity relative to the enor in the simulations. For this reason the use of

simulation based noise tomography was not able to calculate conductivity profiles or find

the location of objects with any reasonable degree accuracy.

Thesis Conclusion 4: An array was optimized for NT, built and used for

experiments. This array did show a higher level of sensitivity than the unoptimized anay

which was used in the l.5T experiment described in CHAPTER 3. This can be seen by

comparing Figure 3.9 to Figure 6.8. The array did not show the degree of sensitivity

predicted by the quasi-static simulation which was used to optimize it but it has already

been concluded, in conclusion 3, the simulations do not accurately reflect the sensitivity

of the noise comelations.

Thesis Conclusion 5: The agreement between the simulated and experimental

transmission coefficients is roughly consistent with the simulated and experimental noise

correlations with the exception of when the full wave simulation was used. The deviation

between the simuìated and experimental transmission coefficients is 0.4029 for the quasi-

static case, 0.1298 for the corrected quasi-static case and 03946 for the full wave case.

The deviation between the simulated and experimental noise correlations, from the

experiment described in CIIAPTER 6,ls 0.6270 for the quasi-staric case, 0.1807 for the

cor¡ected quasi-static case and 0.3137 for the full wave case. It was concluded, in

CHAPTER 5, that the transmission coefficients given by the full wave simulation

software did not correctly account for the speed of light effect where as the full wave

noise correlations did account for the speed of light effect. It can be concluded that
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transmission measurements and simulations, with the exception of those simulated by

>C'¡TD, can be used as an estimate of the noise correlations.

Thesis Conclusion 6: By comparing the quasi-static and full wave simulated

noise correlations, at l6MI{2, it was concluded that there was no major emor in either

simulation, at least not at low frequency. This can be seen in Figure 7.1

As mentioned in conclusion 2, none ofthe simulations reflect the lack of

sensitivity seen in the noise comelations, however, it is better reflected in the full wave

simulation than in the quasi-static simulation. It was shown in section 7.3 that there is

reason to believe that this could be caused by noise signal reflection at interfaces with

different permittivities.

Section 7.4 showed that there was reason to believe that the sensitivity ofthe coil

was reduced by the large amount ofhighly conductive, and therefore noisy, copper in the

affay,

Thesis Conclusion 7: At 1.5T the deviation between the simulated and

experimental noise correlations was 0.2356 whereas it was 0.1807 at 3T. This shows that

increasing the frequency by a factor of two did not cause any increase in the er¡or in the

simulation of the noise correlations. The ability to retain the accuracy in the simulation at

3T relied heavily on the use of the speed of light conection which was not as necessary at

1.5T.

The deviation between the 0:l:1 and 0:1:3 noise correlations was 0.0283 at 1.57

whereas the deviation between the 0:1:l and the 0:1:5 noise correlations was 0.0480 at

3T. This would suggest that an NT experiment is more sensitive at 3T than at 1.5T. This

conclusion would be invalid since the array and conductivity profiles which were used
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were different. More investigation must be done to answer the question of the frequency

dependence of the sensitivity of noise tomography experiments.

9.1.2 Non-Simulation Based Noise Tomography Conclusions

Thesis Conclusion 8: Table 8.3 shows that the l't and Oth terms of the polynomial

curves which were fit to noise conelation versus concentration data were the largest.

This confirms that the functional dependence of noise cor¡elations as a function of

concentration, or conductivity, is predominantly linear. This is the result predicted by

theory.

Thesis Conclusion 9: Two test sets of noise correlations were taken for two

different values ofthe concentration in the changeable tube in the experiment described

in CHAPTER 8. The fitted polynomial and linear curves were used to calculate the

concentrations of two test sets. The values which were calculated were close to the

known values. These results can be seen in Table 8.7. The agreement between the

known and measured values were within IVo when the polynomial reconstruction

technique was used.

Thesis Conclusion 10: CHAPTER 8 describes two similar experiments which were

performed with a slight alteration to the array between the too experiments. Figure 8.3

shows that the difference in the noise correlations from the first experiment to the second

experiment was far greater than the difference in the noise conelations caused by tripling

the NaCl concentration in the changeable tube in the first experiment. From this it can be

concluded that, when perforrning noise tomography experiments, consideration must be

given to the possibility that a calibration may need to be redone for every experiment,
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Thesis Conclusion 11: It was shown in section 8.3.5 that the random measurement

effor of noise correlation measurements can be described by Gaussian statistics. Using

this and the standard deviation of each noise correlation it was determined that the error,

due to random measurement error, in the calculation ofthe test concentrations of

CHAPTER 8 was on the order of 0.3gll. If n trials were used instead of five the error

would be (0.7gll.)/(!n).

9.2 Final Discussion and Future Research

9.2,1 Discussion

Using the simulation based noise tomography technique to perform conductivity

mapping and object location was not successful. It was concluded that the error in the

simulated noise cor¡elations is far greater than the small amount of change seen in the

noise correlations with the changes in conductivity. This is a large factor in the

explanation of why the technique was not successful. Although the technique was not

shown to be successful there is still a lot of work to be done which could improve the

technique.

The non-simulation based technique \üas able to find the concentration of a tube of

saline inside another, much larger tube of saline, to within lEo Dsing nothing but the noise

coming from the sample. This shows that this technique could be used to differentiate

between a benign and malignant breast tumor, which has 40 times the conductivity, as

long as careful consideration is given to how calibration is to be done.
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9.3 Future Research

The fact that the non-simulation based technique was able to calculate the

conductivity of the changeable tube to within 77o shows that the measurement of noise

can be used to calculate conductivity. This shows that the simulation based method could

be used in the future with some careful improvement of the technique. In order to do this

the following specific areas must be improved.

First of all, the simulations must be more accurate. In order for the simulation

based technique to work parameters of the full wave simulation must be optimized such

that the simulated noise correlations exactly agree with the experimental noise

conelations. Specifically, the error in the simulated noise correlations, which reflects the

enor in the simulated E¡E; matrices, must be improved so that it is not drastically greater

than the difference in the noise correlations with change in conductivity profile. This

may be done by the addition of preamps, baluns and perhaps even cables into the full

wave simulation. Iteratively adjusting such parameters as capacitor placement, the

permittivity of the sample and the precise geometry ofthe coils and phantom until the

simulation agrees with the experiment could be necessary. It was also shown that the

addition ofthe electronic noise from other coils, which contributes to the conelated noise.

would be more realistic. A finer mesh could also be used in the simulation.

Secondly, the sensitivity could be improved. The lack of sensitivity of the noise

conelations to changes in the conductivity profile must also be considered when

improving the technique. If the noise correlations do not change for different

conductivity profiles, there is no way to distinguish what conductivity profile a set of

correlations came from. Further investigation could be done into an optimum array for
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noise tomography. The array which was designed and used in this thesis was the array

which, on average, showed the largest change in noise conelations with change in

conductivity for an afiay of eight coils. Reference to Figure 4.8 shows that one of the

noise conelations changes quite drastically with change of conductivity fol that particular

coil design. This is the noise correlation which would come from the two large coils

placed near the changing conductivity region. The use of eight smaller coils could be

sacrificed for four larger, more sensitive coils to increase the sensitivity of the

experiment,

In addition to increasing the sensitivity of the experiment by coil optimization

consideration should also be given to minimizing the noise from the highly noisy

neighboring coils ¡elative to the phantom, which was postulated to swamp the noise

coming from the phantom.

Further investigation must also be done into the optimal fiequency for noise

tomography. This would be the frequency which would both allow for accurate

simulation ofthe noise correlations and sufficient sensitivily to change in conductivity.
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APPENDIX 1

Derivation of Quantum Mechanical Formulae Involved in MRI

The purpose of this appendix is show what happens to the spin of a particle when

it is placed in a z-directed static magnetic field and then excited by a magnetic field

which rotates in the x-y plane. This is the process which is used in MRI to get a signal.

This appendix will rely on known principals of quantum mechanics. Reference

will be made to [13] when necessary.

When a sample is placed into a static, z-directed magnetic field, with magnitude

B¡, and is then excited by a circularly polarized pulse in the x-y plane, of magnitude B1

and frequency al, it experiences a magnetic field given by:

E1t¡ = 6o2 + Brcos(at)î + B, sin(ar)!

Equation A 1.1

Any spin in the sample will have a Hamiltonian associated with it due to the

magnetic field which is given by:

H(t) =-./S . ÈG)

Equation A 1,2

It is important to notice that the components of S are the quantum mechanical

operators S,, S, and S". If there were a classical equivalent to spin the components of

i would be a vector of numbers and not operators. For more on the specific properties

of these operators refer to chapter 3 of [ 13].
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The Hamiltonian of Equation A 1.2 comes from the fact that spin has a magnetic

moment associated with it given by: ¡4 = 1f and. the fact that the energy of a magnetic

moment in a magnetic field is given by: U = -ft . A(¡) tt tl.

In order to write out the Hamiltonian in a more compact manor make the

following substitutions.

-lBo=ao
-Èt=ot
S*,- = S' + /- iS,

Equation A 1.3

With these substitutions the Hamiltonian can be expanded as follows.

H(¡) =S. *9LS*"-'^ *9LS-r'^

Equation A 1,4

This Hamiltonian can be used to set up the Schrodinger equation for this system.

The Schrodinger equation is given by:

inll4=na>la)

Equation A 1.5

lø) is an abstract quantity in quantum mechanics, know as a state vector, which

describes the state of a particular system. Its particular format varies depending on the

type of system which is being described and the basis vectors which are being used to

describe that system. Later on a specific form aI of lrr) will be used to describe spin /z
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systems but for now it is only important to think of lø) as an abstract mathematical

object which can be used to describe the properties of a spin system and can be

manipulated by the quantum mechanical operators such as S,, S, and 
^9. 

.

In order to obtain useful information from Equation A 1.5 it is helpful to use the

x'-y'-z' coordinate system which is rotating about the z-coordinate with a frequency of co.

In this new coordinate system lø) takes a new form which is denoted by lø)' . tn this

new coordinate system lø) and la)' can be related using the quantum mechanical

rotation operator in the following way:

la) =u 1t¡la)'= "t'ßtrnla)'

Equation A 1.6

Notice here that the,lz operator is in the rotation operator. In quantum mechanics

the angular momentum operators, including spin operators, are known as the generators

of rotation. For more information on the unitary rotation operator see equation 3.2.3 of

1131.

The Schrodinger equation in this new coordinate system must be obtained for

further analysis. The first step in doing this is achieved by inserting Equation A 1.6 and

Equation A 1.4 into Equation A 1.5 and rearranging. By doing this, and taking advantage

ofthe fact that the rotation operator is unitary, the following form can be obtained which

does not contain lø) :

tn;lø'=lø, - a¡s , + 9Lu. s,ue-'^ + 9Lu. s -u,^fl*)'

Equation A 1.7
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Here, the * stands for Hermitian conjugate. If U took the format of a matrix then the

Hermitian conjugate of U would be equivalent to the transpose of the complex conjugate

oî u.

Equation A 1.7 takes the same form as Equation A 1.5 but it operates on state

vectors in the rotating frame. For this reason the fi¡st factor on the right hand side of

Equation A 1.7 can be called the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame. This can be written

as:

Equation À 1.8

In quantum mechanics the Hamiltonian is the operator known to predict the time

evolution of a system. An operator which predicts the time evolution of a system can be

formed from the Hamiltonian, in the same way that the rotation operator was formed

from the spin operator. The Hamiltonian given in Equation A 1,8 wilt give the time

evolution of a spin system in the rotating frame.

In order to work with the Hamiltonian in Equation A 1.8 it is useful to manipulate

it using a known relation. This relation is given by:

IS-.S., l=+/-åS.,

Equation A 1,9

For more information on this operator see equation 3.5.6b of [13]. To use this equation

take the time derivative of the following term:
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ft <u 
- 

s -, -u l -- fi (eid ! t h s -e-¡ú,1 
t h 

) - 4 eiÐs,t 
t h(s" s*/_ - s+/_s" )s-¡ûß,t 

r Ì, -
iú)e'.s,t th 

|ls ,, s r,-1"-'^.! 
th 

= ioeiøß! tt' st,-r-'^."" =+/-iolll"s+t-u

Equation A 1.10

The time dependence of U" Stt-U can be solved from Equation A 1.10,

Additionally, when time is equal to zero U-(0)S+i-U(0) = S*,_ must be satisfied. These

two conditions give:

U- s rt_u = St,_e*t-i^

Equation A 1,11

This equation can be substituted into Equation A 1.8 along with the last of

Equation A 1.3 to give:

H'(t)=(ao-a)5,+a,5,

Equâtion A 1.12

This Hamiltonian can be used to describe the dynamics of a spin system of any

particle with spin in a magnetic field given by Equation A 1.1. For the purposes of this

thesis it is only necessary to investigate the properties of spin t/z particles in a magnetic

field where the 81 field rotates at the resonant frequency of the expectation value of the

spins due to the static 86 field, or, the magnetic field where oo = o. On Ìesonance the

Hamiltonian in the rotating frame becomes:

H'(t) = 6,5,

Equation A 1,13
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This can be used to obtain the time evolution operator for the rotating frame. This is

given by:

T'(t) -- 
"-inr 

rt' 
= e-i"\s'ttlt

Equation A 1.14

This can be used to evolve a state vector as follows.

la,t)'=r'ç¡la,t = o)'= e-i"Às'tthld,t =0)'= e-i,,s'¡ thla,t 
=o)

Equation A 1,15

Equation A I.6 can then be used to put this back into the non-rotating coordinate system

as follows.

la,t) = s-u," n,-tas'¡ tr' 
la,t = O)

Equation Ä 1.16

Equation A l.l6 can be used to get all information about the time evolution of the

system. This will be used to investigate two types of quantities which give a lot of

insight into the evolution ofthe system. The first set of quantities are the expectation

values ofthe spin operators. This will show how, on average, the spin changes with time.

The next set of quantities which will be investigated are the probabilities of finding each

component of the spin in a particular state at a given time after the Bt pulse is started.

For a spin Vz parricle the spin operators each only have two eigenvalues which are

+ l- h I 2 . This means that when any component of the spin is measured it can only be

one of + l- lt I 2. For the remainder of this appendix the basis vectors used to describe

the spin state will be the eigenvectors of the S¿ operator. The l+> eigenvector will

conespondtothe+ltl2eigenvalueandthel->eigenvectorwillcoÍespondþrhe-ht2
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eigenvalue. In this pafticular set ofbasis vectors it can be shown that the spin operators

take the form:

s, =f,tl+'.-l+l-><+l)

s, =f t-i l+t.-l +t | -><+l)

s. =f,tl+'.nl+l-><-l)

Equation A 1.17

For more information on this see equation 3.2.1 of [13]. Notice that because l+> and l->

are eigenvectors of the same operator they are orthogonal. This means that <+l->=<-

l+>=0. This trait will be used extensively for the rest ofthis appendix.

In order to calculate the expectation values ofthe spin components the following

relation is needed.

e-iqsrth = cos(û)tt I 2) - i(21 h)S , sin(art I 2)

Equation À I.18

This equation is derived directly for equation3.2.44 of [13] and is only valid for spin t/z

systems.

The expectation values are now derived for a spin whose ¿-component is initially

in the l+> state. This is the initial state which is the most relevant to MRI since the

surplus of spins in the l+> are the spins which give MR signal. Using Equation A 1.16

and Equation A 1.18 gives the following.

<s">=<a'tls,l¿,¡2=
< +l (cos(at,t l2) + i(2lh)S 

" 
sin((DJ /2))e-i6!t ¡S,¿¡dJl¡ (cos(ør t /2) - i(2t tùS 

" 
sin(art l2))l+ >

Equation.A 1.19
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This can be simplified in pieces as follows:

(cos(al I2)-i(21ñ)S, sin(qri 2))l+>=cos(attl2)l+>-í(2lIt)sin(ø,t12)S, l+>=
cos(qt l2)l+ > -i sin(ØÍ / 2)l- >

Equation A 1.20

< + l (cos(ott l2)+í(2 /h)S. siî(oJ /2)) =<+lcos(a¡J /2)+i(2lh)sin((tJ t2) < + lS, =
< +lcos((DJ l2)+ <-lisin(art /2)

Equation A 1,21

Substituting Equation A 1.20 and Equation A 1.21 back into Equation A 1.19 gives:

<s, >=

(<+lcos(at t l2)+ < -l i sin(at,t l2))e-t6! th S,e¡6rth (cos(1lt l2)l+> -í sin(a)¡ t2)l->) =
(< +le-i6t r t' cos(a,t l2)+ <-le-i6tt" i sin(ro,t l2))S ,(cos(ú)¡ l2)ei6rth l+ > -isin(qt t 2)ettt" | - t)

Equation A 1,22

Since l+> and l-> are eigenvectors of S. a Taylor expansion of e'^r'n will show the

following:

e,6,t,1' l+ I _>= e*,-,*,t l+ I _>

Equâtion A 1.23

Substituting Equation A 1.24 into Equation A 1.25 gives:

<s,>=
(< +le-i-'2 cos(o4t l2)+ < -l e'-t2i sin(ø,r / 2))S" (cos( qt l2)ei'tz l+> -i sin(a4t l2)"-'^ '' l- r)

Equation Ä 1.24

If S, is inserted, as it is in Equation A 1.17, Equation A 1.24 simplifies to:
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<E >=

(h t2)(<+le-t^t2 cos(qr l2)+ < -lei^tzi sin(oÀt l2))(cos(qt /2)et^tz l->-isin(a4 l2)e-t^tz l+>) =
(h I 2)(-e t't2 

cos(úÀt / 2)i sin(úÀt t 2)e-i^t2 + e'*t2i sinTqt I 2)(cos(a1t I 2)et' t2)

(-h t 2)(ie-i' cos(n¡î I 2) sin(últ I 2) - iet^ sîn(qt / 2)(cos((At / 2)) =

Çh I 2)(i(e-t^ - et'" ) / 2)2 cos(otrt I 2) sin(aÀt I 2) =
(-å / 2)Gin(r¿t)) sin(úìl)

Equation Ä 1.25

In the same manor as above the other two expectation values can be obtained. A

summary of ihe results are shown below.

<S, >= -ñ / 2 sin (tot) sin(al)
<S" >= /¡ / 2 cos( út) sin(oÍ)
<5">=h/2cos(oJ)

Equation Ä I.26

This can be transformed into the rotating frame to give:

l. t, 'l fcos(ax) sin(ú,r) 0'l[< s. >'] | 0 I
I 
. r,'' 

| 
= 

| 
-sin(ar) cos(ar) 0 ll. r,' I 

= 
I 

(h t 2) sin(qt) 
|

L<S,t'l L 0 0 OIL<S. >l l(h t2)cos(a,t))

Equation Ä 1.27

Equation A 1.27 shows that in the rotating frame, on average, the spin goes from

pointing along the z'-direction to pointing along y'-d¡¡ss¡¡.n in an appropriate amount of

time. It could be said that, on average, a pulse given by Equation A 1.1 causes the spin to

rotate about the .r'-axis.

As an aside, it should be noticed that if there is no B¡ field the spins precess about

the z-axis with a frequency ar¿=ar.

It is also revealing to investigate the effect that a pulse, given by Equation A 1.1,

has on the probabilities of measuring either of the possible eigenvalues, + I - h I 2 , for the
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S, spin operator in the rotating frame written as Sr'. This will give the probability of

finding Sr'in either the + hl2 or the -hl2 state at atime, ¡. To do this the time

evolution of a state vector, initially in the l+> state, must be known. This is obtained by

manipulating Equation A l.16 as follows:

la,t) = e-t+sL/h1+¡

Equ.ition A 1.28

This calculation has already been done. Close examination of the section which

calculates the expectation values reveals that Equation A 1.20 is actually the same

equation. The result is:

la,t) = ço"1r'r,2)l+ > -isin(ØJ /2)l->

Equation A 1,29

This equation is written in terms of the eigenvectors for S.. In order to calculate

the probability of finding the y'-component of the spin in either state Equation A 1.29

must be wdtten in terms of the eigenvectors of Sr. A simple verification using the S,

equation in Equation A 1.17 will show that these eigenvectors are given by:

GtJr)Q+> + t- il->)

Equation A 1.30

When the plus sign is used the vector corresponds to rhe + h I 2 eigenvalue. Equation A

1.29 can be written it terms of the vectors of Equation A 1.30 as follows:

la,t)=cOt Jù(l+>+il->) + d(l/Jtxl+ > -,1->)

Equation Ä 1,31
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When this is done c and d are given by:

c = (1 i Jtxcos( @tt t 2) - sin(oJ I 2))

¿ = 0t.Jl)@os(ary /2) + sin(o¡ tz))

Equâtion A 1.32

According to quantum mechanics lcl2 is the probability of measuring the y'-

component of the spin in the + h I 2 state and lzil2 is the probability of measuring the y'-

component of the spin in the - h I 2 state. They are given by:

Pr obabilíty(+h l2) =lcl'z = ot2) + (ll2)sin(ø,t)

Pr obability(-h /2) =ldl'z = U 2) - (llZ)sin(at,t)

Equation A 1.33

Notice that Equation A 1.33 show that if the Br pulse is applied for an appropriate

time the probability of measuring Sr' to be +lt/2can be forces to be exactly one.
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APPENDIX 2

Explanation of the Modified Mumford-Shah Technique

The aim of this technique is to find the border of an object within a phantom and

to find the conductivity inside and outside ofthis border. This technique requires noise

correlations, <V¡V¡>, and electric field correlation matrices, E¡E¡. An MRI guiding image

also helps to find the borders ofthe object. This technique assumes that the

conductivities inside and outside of the object are constant.

In this technique a new variable, (¿y), is defined over the image domain. The

only aspect ofthis function which gives any information is its zero crossings. The zero

crossings define the contour of the objecl. flx,y) is found by minimizing the MMS

functional given by:

t. I
E(ø,r,o)= ! lva<ølardy+pl I @o-r)zH(ø)dxdy+ J (,/o -q,G-H(ø))d.rdyl+

it.se l*i.u ,,inr" l
l__r tt'

2N> > | 
r I ø,n,n gldxdy + o J n,e,0 - a @\dxdy- <v,v, > 

ll

lr i lní"s" i¡ndse _ll

Equation A 2.1

Here l and O arc fhe conductivities inside and outside of the object respectively and u6 is

the guiding image. The first term ensures that the length of the border is a minimum the

second ensures trueness to the guiding image and the third ensures trueness to the noise

tomography data.

Using the varìational principal to minimize E gives:
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u øtl, ffi- ^rr 
- o¡L y IQ r,., + oG., - M,,,)8, e,)* af- {uo - r¡z + 1u.- r,, ]] = o

Equation A 2,2

This is the equation for minimizing þ. The substitutions used above are given by:

F,.,= I E,E,H(þ)dxrty

Equation A 2.3

G,., = I n,E,(r- H(Ð)rtxdt

Equation A 2.4

Equation A 2.2 is used to find the border of the object. Minimizing the third term of

Equation A 2.1 will suffice to find l and O. This gives:

IZ Z F,?, * of I F,,,G,,,-Z I M,,,F,., =o
ijijij

Equation A 2,5

1I I F,.,G,., + ol L ci, -Z
ijiji

Equation A 2.6

These can be solved directly by using:

I M,,,G,,, =o

( t\ _( ¿ Bl-'lD,l
[o.J-[u c) lo,)

Equation A 2.7
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A=ZZ F,i'
ij

Equation A 2,8

a =ll r,,,c,,,
ij

Equation A 2.9

c =LL ci.'
ij

Equation A 2.10

D,=l\ n,.,u,.,
ìj

Equation A 2,11

o,=\l c,.,u,.,
ij

Equation A 2.12

Equation A 2.2 is not as easy to solve as Equation A2.7. To solve this an

additive operator splitting scheme is used. To do this set the right hand side of Equation

A 2.2 to d{dt, where ¡ is some made up time parameter. This gives:

4! = 6 (ø)lv 
ffi- ^(r 

- o)>. I [(rc, + oG,,, - M,.,)8, n,f+ al- {uo - r)' + (u, - o),\

Equation A 2.13

It can be shown that fix,y,t) will converge to a constant as t becomes large. This

means that d{dt will approach zero as time becomes large and Qwill be the solution to

Equation A 2.2. Equation 42.13 can be written as:



ø=uøtl, 
ffi*no",f=t" [[m;" 

r).n*'f=v (svþ)+ndet

Equation A 2.14

This can be solved numericaìly. The additive operator technique is stable for any

size of time step, dt, and the x and y directions can be treated symmetrically. The

technique is applied by putting Equation A 2.14 into the following form:

W=;l'r,,e):;,,-'r,,(X):,,f.il':*@i;),',.,-,:n@)",,f*u,,,n*,

Equation A 2.15

Notice that g is not evaluated at advanced time as is /in the right hand side of the above

equation. Fufher expansion gives:

ø:.i -ø:,r - r[s,1,., +s:.r ø!,1:r-ø:.;' s!.,*s!-,, ø!:'-ø!-Ii,].
d, -il , h - 2 , ]-

J.l si.,., * s!., ø!.;:, - øi.T' _ si,i + s:.r-, ø:.;' - ø:.;'-,f 
+ å(ó\ ridethl 2 Ir 2 h ) "'"

Equation A 2.16

This can be rearranged to give:

rltklt -ók 1 r

b!,i <-sí,,, -2s!.¡ - s!-,,¡) + Qlil¡G:.,., + e!.j) + ø:-\:jG!-,,, + sl, ¡]+

fib:i r-t!,,r, -2s!,¡ - sl.¡-,) + þ!,î],G!,¡, + e!,,) + þ!j!,G!,,-, + g!,)f+ 6@)fidet

Equation A 2,17

This can be written in the form:



ólit - r,! .

C! +C,+6(fifidel

Equation A 2,18

C, is a matrix formed by concatenating the column vectors An(gÌ)ø:*t. øl*' istbe

column vector formed by transposing the jtl' row of [ø0" ]. Ao (g * ) is a tridiagonal

matrix and its elements are given by:

ok t- ok
\A-,),,,-,=V

Equation À 2.19

(a \ -ll.'t+8!-t+2sl\".i //,i 2hz

Equâtion À 2.20

l¿ ) _si+gl-,\ ,t,t,t+t 
2hz

Equation A 2,21

C, is produced in a similar way.

Equation A 2.18 can be rearranged to give:

Q!., = ø!.;' -dt(cl +c,+6(þ)frdel)

Equation A 2.22

Since all Qs on the left hand side are evaluated at k and, on the right hand side, at k+1 and

all of the operator on the left hand side which modify Q are evaluated at k, this is a semi-

implicit scheme and requires some sort of inversion technique to solve for the next
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iteration. Since the matrices which come into play are tridiagonal a very fast Thomas

algorithm can be used for inversion. Notice that the C, and the C, are added and not

multiplied. This allows for symmetric treatment of the dimensions.

To apply the MMS technique the following is done:

First step: Arbitrary þ, IandO are chosen.

Second step: Equation A 2.2 is solved using the above discussed AOS technique and is

used to update ø.

Third step: Equation A 2.7 is used to update 1 and O with rhe use of the new /.

Fourth step: Repeat the second step and the fourth step until 1 and O stop changing

appreciably from iteration to iteration.
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APPENDIX 3

Explanation of Basic MRI principals.

The following is intended to familiarize the reader with the basic principals

involved in a typical MRI experiment.

Spin and Magnetization

It is known from quantum mechanics that every fermion, including protons and

electrons, have a property associated with them known as spin. Spin is a spatial vector

quantity. Whenever any component of this vector is measured it can only be one of +h/2

or -h12. Each component of a particle's spin vector operator does not commute with

every other spin operator component. This means that the components of a spin vector

form a set of incompatible observables. The z-component of a particle's spin and the -r-

component can not be observed at the same time. The measurement of one component

destroys the previous knowledge of the last component. This is a known quantum

mechanical property of incompatible observables which has no classical mechanical

analogue. In free space the probability of measuring the z-component in either the +T/2

or -ïl2 state is equal but this changes in the presence of a magnetic field. Say that some

uniform magnetic field, Bo is aligned with the z-direction. This causes the +t/2 state of

the z-component of the spin, or the state aligned with the field, to have less energy than

the -h/2 state. The energy difference between the two states can be shown to be [4]:

E- - E- = 6¿ =lhBo'2n

Equation A 3.1
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Here y is the gyro-magnetic râtio. Thermodynamics can be used to show that this

difference in energy level will cause the likelihood of measuring the z-component to be in

the +hl2 state to be larger than that of the -ïrl2 component. The ratio of probabilities is

given by [4]:

Equation A 3,2

Here È¡ is Bolzmann's constant and Zis the temperature in Kelvin. At the field strengths

used in MRI, which range from fractions of one Tesla up to l5 Tesla, the energy

difference between the +hl2 and -hl2 state is small enough that the exponent can be

Taylor expanded to first order. This expansion can then be used to calculate the

difference in the probability of being aligned and not aligned with the magnetic field. In

an ensemble of many spins this would represent the extra amount of spins directed along

the field. Since each spin has a magnetic moment associated with it, the sample's

magnetization, which is due to the net magnetic moment from the spins, is directly

related to the difference in the amount of spin aligned with the Bo field and spin anti-

aligned with the field. Using this concept and Equ ation A3.2 it can be shown that the

magnetization due to the diffe¡ence in spin pointing in the z-direction is given by [4]:

u =tP- - P ¡n¡212=T'h'lÊol" ^-' 4k uT

Equation A 3.3

where r? is the number of spins in the sample. This classical magnetization rrould be

measured in units of amps/meter.

't =r(#)
P-
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The z-directed magnetic field causes the probability of measuring the +h/2 state of

the z-component of spin to be slightly more probable. A pictorial representation of this

can be seen in Figure A 3.1.

B- T"iï Trï

" 
l',',

lvl

Figure A 3.1 z-component ofspin magnetization, Spin aligned rvith the magnetic field is represented

by uprvard pointing ârrorvs within the sâmple, The excess aligned spins cause a total magnetization.

In addition to causing an excess of aligned spins the magnetic field causes the

expectation value of the .r-y component of the spins to rotate about the z-axis at a

frequency which is proportional to the field strength. This is given by:

oo = TlÉol

Equation A 3,4

which is known as the Larmor frequency. This does not mean that if one were to

measure the ¡ and y components of the spin at some instant, t, and use these values to find

the total angle of rotation it would be equal to ø¿f. After all, the x and y components are

incompatible obse¡vables so this is impossible anyway. This just means that the
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expectation value of the.r-component is cos((Doî) and the expectation value for the y-

component is sin(r¡ot). For more on this see APPENDIX 1.

Signal Generation and Reception

Assume now that a sample with a large amount of protons is placed into a z-

directed magnetic field. Extra spins will have their z-component directed along the

direction of the magnet. The x-y component will also precess about the z-axis. Suppose

that another magnetic field,81, is pointed along the.r'-direction. Here¡'isthe¡-

coordinate in the reference frame rotating with the precession of one of the spins. This

rotating field can be generated by one or more current loops placed so that their fields are

perpendicular to the z-direction with a sinusoidally oscillating current with a frequency of

ø0. One way to generate this field is to use a phased anay ofcoils. This is a set ofcoils

placed around a phantom in the x-y plane. Each coil has sinusoidally oscillating cunent

in it but the phase of the current is set up in such a way that a circularly polarized

magnetic field will be c¡eated. An example of a four channel phased anay and the

appropriate phases are shown in Figure A 3.2.
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Figure A 3.2: Four channel phased array coil vith the phase of each coil. The z-direction is pointed

into the page. The field is rotating rvith a frequency ofor¡.

In a similar way to the',vay that the Bs field caused the expectation value of the r-

y component to precess about the B¡ field the B¡ field causes the magnetization vector to

precess about the Br field direction. Classically this is described as a tipping or flipping

of the magnetization vector. If the Bl field is applied for the right amount of time the

magnetization vector can be flipped entirely into the y'-6¡r..r¡on. This classical

explanation of magnetization tipping is limited in its ability to explain certain aspects of

MRI. The actual effect of the Br field is to cause the probability of finding the y'

component of the spin in its +l/2 state to rise until it eventually reaches one. For more

information on this see APPENDD( 1.

Once the B1 pulse is applied for an appropriate amount of time there is a

magnetization veclor, M, which precesses in the x-y plane which points in the y'-

direction. This precessing magnetization will set up an emf in a receive coil which is

placed near it. This emf is given by [4]:

Coill.::3oo

Coil3 .--'*------*\ rRn 0

Sompìe

B.
¡

\l
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â,_
v(t)=- : I B(r). M(î,t)dî

ò1 r
sa¡nPte

Equation A 3,5

The magnetic field in Equation A 3.5 is the amplitude of the magnetic field which would

be produced if unit oscillating current were run through the receiving coil. This receive

coil is often the same coil, or anay, which was used to transmit the Bt pulse. This emf is

called an fid (free induction decay) and it is the signal which is used to obtain an MRI

image.

Once the Br pulse is tumed off the magnetization will slowly retum to its former

state of equilibrium. Equilibrium is never actually achieved but it is approached

exponentially with respect to time. This retum to equilibrium is govemed by the

folìowing set of equations [4]:

M ,,r.(t) 
__ M ,.y.(o r¡e-"r,

M 
",(t) 

= M,,(0 -)(7 - e-' tr' ) r M,.(0 *)e-' 
tr'

Equation A 3.6

He¡e 0. stands fo¡ the time before the pulse is tumed on and 0* stands for the time just

after the pulse is turned off. Equation A 3.6 is derived directly from the Bloch equations

which classically describe magnetization. Tt and Tz are experimentally determined

parameters which are different for every material.

After a 900 pulse, or a Bl pulse which flips the magnetization vector into the r-y

plane, the fid received by the receive coil would resemble Figure A 3.3.
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exp(-tl0.s) = envelope

Figure A 3.3: Hypothetical fid and envelope due to a 900 pulse. T1=0.3s, f=50/sr amplitude=l

Signal Localization

The signal generation and detection process described above will allow for the

measurement of the emf induced by the entire sample. This is shown by the fact that the

integral in Equation A 3.5 is integrated over the entire sample. The signal measu¡ed will

be the sum of the signals induced by each spin at each location in the sample. In order to

get some sort of useable image from MR signal there must be some way to find how

much emf was induced from each point in the sample. Once this is done a map of the

sample's magnetization can be created. This map is also a function of the proton density

at each point in the sample. With special pulse sequences, maps of other properties such

as Tl and T2 may be found as well. This map will be called the image, 1. There are

various techniques for localization of signal. This section will cover three which are

common in a typical MRI experiment. They are known as slice selection, phase encoding
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and frequency encoding and they are commonly used together to encode spatial

information.

A particular slice ofthe sample may be selectively stimulated so that only spins in

that slice will be flipped. This means that only those spins wi ll contribute to the received

signal. This is called slice selection and it is done in the following way. Say that, in

addition to the Bo field which is already applied in the z-direction, another magnetic field

is also applied in the z-direction. This new field is not uniform like B¡, it is linearly

dependent on e. This means that the frequency of precession ofthe spins will be equal to

yB7 + yczz where G. is the gradient of the field. G. can also be written as dB-u/dz. With

this gradient tumed on a sinc pulse with a known bandwidth and center frequency can be

applied. A sinc pulse is a pulse whose Fourier transform is a box function. The center

frequency and band width can be manipulated to that only certain frequencies are

emitted. This pulse will stimulate a slice which has thickness determined by the

bandwidth and Gr, and location determined by center frequency. Once slice selection is

accomplished, since only spins in the selected slice are excited, the rest of the problem of

signal localization becomes two dimensional.

The spatial encoding in the two dimensional slice can be done by frequency

encoding and phase encoding. To perform frequency encoding in the x-direction a

gradient field, similar to the one used for slice selection, is applied while the receiving

coil is receiving signal. The field is pointed in the z-direction but its magnitude is now

linearly proportional to r instead of z. This will cause the spins which have been flipped

into the.r-y plane to spin at different frequencies as a function of -r. Now signal will be a

function ofthe proton density andx. This is given by [4]:
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Equation A 3.7

As you can see the image, 1, is now a function of .r and can be obtained by a

Fourier transform. This is the idea behind frequency encoding. In some MRI

experiments a frequency encoding gradient is tumed on after the slice selection without

collecting data. After this the spins are flipped again, but this time by 1800 instead of 900.

The frequency encoding gradient is then tumed back on and the signal is recorded. This

is done so that the spins rephase while the data is being collected. This is illustrated in

dephosing spins duê lo grodient rêphqs¡ng spins duë lo grodienl
ofler 90 degree pulse qnd 180 degree pulse

Figure ,{ 3,4: Spin Diagram, spins in the sample dephasing in the rotating frame due to the gradient

ând then rephâsing rtue to the gradient after the 1800 pulse,

Once the spins are flipped by 1800 the effects of the gradient is to rephrase them. Before

they æe flipped by 1800 the effect of the gradient is to dephase the spins.

Figure A 3.4.

Atter'180 degree pulse
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Phase encoding is very similar to frequency encoding. If phase encoding is to be

done in the y-direction a y gradient must be tumed on. Unlike in frequency encoding, the

gradient is turned on after the slice selective pulse but before data acquisition. It is turned

on for a time Ç" which causes the spins to rotate at different frequencies, After Ç" the

gradient is tumed off and all of the spins now have a different phase which is a function

ofy. This is given by:

v(t) = I (y) e-¡lBot e-iÑ,r Ft dx

Equation A 3,8

This can then be used to obtain l as a function ofy using the Fourier transform.

For an example of how these th¡ee techniques can be used to obtain an image

consider the following situation. A sample is placed into a scanner. A z-gradient is

tumed on and a slice selective pulse is used to flip only the spins in a thin slice of the

sample by 900. These spins will then be the only spins which can induce an emf. Afte¡

the slice selection gradient is tumed off a phase encode y-gradient is tumed on for a time

Tr". At the same time a frequency encoding gradient is applied in the x-direction. Once

these gradients are tumed off the spins in the slice are flipped again by 1800. The

frequency encoding gradient is then applied in the ¡-direction and signal is recorded. The

center of the signal acquisition occurs at a time, T6 (known as echo time), after the initial

slice selection pulse. This whole process can be seen in Figure A 3.5.

I



sl¡ce seleclive
90 degree
pulse

slice selecf ive
180 degree
pulse

pulse
slice seleclion

Figure A 3,5: Pulse Sequence Diagram, slice selection occurs first follorved by phase encoding and

frequency encoding,

This whole process will cause the slice to emit an emf which is given by:

V (ù = | t I @, y¡etß'r"t | 2" 

"\c'o-re> 
r z" ¿*0,

j*_

Equation Ä 3.9

whe¡e the ei'otterm was removed by demodulation. The following substitutions make it

possible to solve for 1by using a Fourier transform.

21d<, = tG"(t _TE)

2ttk, =ñrT*

Equation A 3.I0

Equation A 3.9 can be used to solve for l but in order to have enough k-space data

to do a two dimensional Fourier transform the above process must be repeated with

different values for the phase encoding gradient. This will be investigates further in the

following section.

,-r 

-_, 

qrcciient

Iice s-eleclion phose encoding grodient
grodienl

-9.--.-...1-.|-Y 
- Tee frequencY encoding 

- 
T""t 

-G* r l-l gradienls

-TE
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The Effect of Under Sampling

In order to use Equation A 3.9 to reconstruct an image enough data points in k-

space must be collected to satisfy the Nyquist sampling theorem. At this point it is

helpful to rewrite Equation A 3.9 as follows:

yC) = i i rç*,y¡""'*, r"'*' d"dy

where:

Equation A 3,11

6¡ç 
" = 7A,(Lt -T u) I 2n

Lk, =þGrTr" l2n

Equation A 3.12

Here /Gris the difference the in phase encode gradient between consecutive phase

encode steps of data acquisition and /r is the distance, in time, between the sampling

points when collecting any given fid. The sampling frequency is given by l//t. In this

particular case the Nyquist criteria requires that the distance between fr-space points must

satisfy the following set of equations [4]:

Lk" <11w,

Lkr <llwy

Equation A 3.13

where I4l* and W, are the desired dimensions of the field of view of the final image. This

means that if phase encoding is done in the y-direction then the change in the y-gradient

strength from data acquisition to acquisition can not be too large. Also, when acquiring

data with the .r-gradient on, the time between time sampling points can not be too large.
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An example of removing every second phase encode step, to give a /k, which is too large

can be seen in Figure A 3.ó. Notice that this is not the only way to under sample

however, this is the type of under sampling which would save time in MRI data

acquisition. Under sampling by increasing the time between time sampling points would

not save any data acquisition.

- 
sqmpled 

- 
unsompled

k*(freguency encode direclion)

Figure A 3.6: Phase space diâgrâm \yith phase encoding done in the y.direction. Every second phase

encode step is unsampled which will cause wrapping in the final image.

If either ofthe conditions of Equation A 3.13 are not satisfied the final image will

be 'wrapped', or aliasing will occur. Iflfr, is too large then the final image will appear to

be wrapped into its self along the y-direction. An example of a wrapped image can be

seen in Figure A 3.7.
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Circulor imoge from f ully
sqmpled k-spoce

Wropped imogefiom
undersompled k-spoce

Figure A 3.7: Effects of under sampling k-space on an image
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